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Total Engineering Concept.

proven design technology for world-class performance.

Hoyt's new patented Total Engineering
Concept (TEC) started as a simple idea to
build a better bow. Shooters want bows that
are faster, more accurate and easier to shoot.
They get it all in Hoyt's high performance
TEC-engineered bows.
Many FITA, 3D and Olympic archers internationally rely on the TEC design for a stiff,
vibration-free riser and smooth, confident
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World Champion, shooting
the Hoyt UltraTec.

Ulrika Sjowall, 2001 FITA
World Champion, shooting
the Hoyt VorTec.

www.hoytusa.com

CyberTec XT2000 • 36” axle-to-axle

UltraTec XT2000 • 38” axle-to-axle

ProTec XT3000 • 41” axle-to-axle
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Editorial
The Virtual Wha . . .?
Welcome to the . . .
2003 Virtual Production Meeting of Archery Focus magazine!
Please have a seat. Do you take cream in your coffee? Sugar? Everyone please
turn off your cell phones. Thank you so much for coming. Let’s begin.
We have just completed the last issue for 2002. Did this year zoom by for
you, too?
As we make our 2003 plans for Archery Focus, your input is crucial.
Look around the room. Isn’t it great, attending a meeting that includes every
serious archer on the planet? Don’t let those guys over there intimidate you,
though. We need your thoughts just as much as we value their expertise and
their medals. Speak up, now. What would you like to see covered in the next
six issues? Who would you like to hear from? What do you want to learn?
What changes could we make that would make this a better magazine for
you? Make a list. Name names. Ask for what you want.
Email your views to us at productionmeeting@archeryfocus.com. And, if
you have ever thought of submitting articles or photos, please ask for an AF
Writer’s Brochure and we’ll mail it right out to you.
Thanks for coming. Virtual lunch will be served right after the meeting. If
you want your photo taken with Marilyn, Heather and the photographer
will be at lunch.
Any questions? Okay, meeting adjourned. Thanks for coming.

Editorial Submissions
Please submit editorial materials to:
Archery Focus magazine
PMB 395, 664-A Freeman Lane
Grass Valley, CA 95949-9630
Fax 530.477.8384
The views published within this publication are those of the contributing writers
and do not necessarily represent the opinion of Archery Focus magazine.
Pre-Press and Printing by Signature Press,
Inc. of Amherst Junction, WI.

Founding Publishers
Yoshi Komatsu
Rick McKinney
Denise Parker
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Rick McKinney

The Elite Archer

Positioning Yourself
for the Elimination Round
Ever since FITA decided to use elimination rounds
to determine Olympic Champions, a new dilemma
has been discussed heatedly. The dilemma is—
should you drop points in the FITA round in order
to position yourself better in the elimination
round? After all, who wants to be in the bracket as
the number one ranked archer of the tournament
if you could be possibly in a better position in
another bracket? Many countries have discussed the
possibility of managing ER placements. Some
teams have even practiced it with some success.

T

There appear to be two philosophies of thought.
First, the honorable and most practiced history
of archery is that you always try to do your best
at all times. This requires personalities who
believe that there is no other way to determine
who is the best athlete other than giving it 100
percent at all times. Also, this is the type of
archer who will always do their best not to interfere with their competitors. This type of archer
will accept defeat in an honorable manner and
with grace. Although
this same archer can
be extremely competitive and may show
frustration and anger
behind closed doors,
they will do their best
in public to be
respectable.
This
method of competition has been with us
for years, if not centuries. They may not always
take home the medals, but they are true champions in the spirit of fair play.
The second philosophy is more of the
approach of winning at any cost. You watch the

scores of your competitors and position yourself
by placing shots that will put you in a different
bracket from the leader or your fellow team
members. This approach may be suggested by
the team’s coach. Several international teams
have played with this philosophy in order to
keep their own archers from having to meet too
soon which could weaken their chances of winning multiple medals. The worst possibility for
an international team is that all four team members (World Championships) or three team
members (Olympic Games) will end up in the
same elimination round bracket. Although this
increases the odds of winning a single medal, it
makes it virtually impossible to win more than
one.

T

The U.S. Teams used to discuss these two
philosophies at training camps. Most archers
were brave and boasted that they would always
do the best they could and felt that it was morally wrong to not do your best. This is normal, as
I have mentioned
before. After all, they
have constantly been
encouraged that you
give it your best at all
times and never to
interfere with the
competitor. This is
not a “contact” sport,
so to speak, thus you
are looking for the
archer who performs the best under the same
conditions as all of the other competitors.
Interfering with a competitor is not acceptable
in any form. Others disagreed and said that, if
they were put in the position, they would con-

There appear to be two
philosophies of thought. First,
the honorable and most practiced history of archery is
that you always try to do
your best at all times.
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30 years is extremely difficult to deal with. For others,
much younger and who have not had to deal with the
many changes of our sport during the past two decades,
it may be easier for them to deal with the possibility of
placing themselves.
The rules are still being clarified as to what is allowed
and what is not. Some people will find loopholes in the
intent of the rules, thus forcing the people who make the
rules to continue to improve them. Eventually, we hope
that the rules will be clear and specific and we can
become traditional as we have in the past. This allows
archers to train according to the rules with no fear of
having the rules changed
on them after all of their
years
of
training.
Changing your philosophy is not as easy as
changing your form.
But, in order to be highly competitive, you
must learn to accept the
changes and seek to find
the positive in that
change. Most archers react negatively to such changes,
which gives those who react positivly an advantage.
Remember how we have discussed in the past that you
should not worry about the things you have no control
over. Rule changes are something we have to live with.
Dealing with it philosophically may be a challenge, but
recognize that all archers face the same issue.

sider “placing themselves” in order to win. After all, isn’t
that what competition is all about? Obviously, this
brought on some enthusiastic discussion which, at least,
got the archers to address something that most were not
accustomed to or prepared to deal with.
At one NAA Level 3/4 coaches session I had the
privilege to discuss with the coaches these two philosophies. Most refused to even consider anything other than
“philosophy one,” always do your best. I played the
devil’s advocate to encourage discussion and I can assure
you the discussion was very lively. Many thought that
winning wasn’t everything and that archers should always
do the honorable thing.
So I asked them if that
was really honorable or
was it really a self serving
comment. It was easy to
state their position as such
but what if Gold Medals
were at stake? What if all
of our funds depended on
whether or not we won
the next major event?
Would we really be honorable or would we do our best
to help our archers to win? Most refused to change their
position.

The second philosophy is you watch
the scores of your competitors and
position yourself by placing shots
that will put you in a different
bracket from the leader or your
fellow team members.

A

At our very first Olympics with elimination rounds, our
worst nightmare became a reality. All of our women were
in the same bracket and each was eliminated one by one
by a fellow teammate. And we did not win a medal. I
recall the women discussing this issue and they even put
the decision to the coach who was frozen as to making a
decision. This was an unfortunate position to be put in
during the early stages of this new round, but none-theless, it had to be dealt with. The decision was finally put
back into the archers’ court and they decided to do the
best they could. Was that decison the right one? We will
never know. As we can all agree, hindsight is always so
clear as to what should have been decided, but when you
are in the thick of the battle, this hindsight is not available.
As I mentioned in the beginning, this decision is not
an easy one. Archers who have competed for many years
would possibly find it very difficult to “position” themselves in a bracket other than doing the best they can. I
personally fall into that category. Breaking a habit of over

Rick McKinney is one of the world’s most decorated archers. He
was born in Muncie, Indiana where his father was a professional
archer and managed a pro shop. His mother and brothers were
also archers. Rick won the 1977, 1983, and 1985 World
Championships. He won the US national Target Championships nine times,
Field Championships six times, Indoor
Championships three times and
Collegiate national Championships seven
times. He has two Olympic Silver medals,
1984 (Individual) and 1988 (Team).
His best score is 1352. Rick is currently
President of Carbon Tech, a manufacturer of arrows, in Sacramento, California.
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Matthew Lee

Equipment Review

The PSE Spyder S4
You may recall my previous article about the
Seneca convertible bow. Well, it seems that my son
decided to take archery a little more serious now
(At age 5, how serious can you get? Read on.), so the
search was now on for a high performance, short
draw kids bow . . . again!

M

release aide. Brandon was champing at the bit to
go outside and shoot his new bow. My first
impression was pure amazement at the amount
of power this “little” bow has. At the shortest
draw length and at the lightest poundage of 10
pounds, Brandon was shooting Easton 1516
Platinum arrows at a strammit board from 15
metres away and his arrows were sinking right
into the strammit, no problems at all. I might
add that his arrows were tipped with chisel
points, which are known not to penetrate targets
very well as compared to Easton NIBB points.
Brandon’s mile wide smile was more than evident when he saw all his arrows sticking into the
target. The design of the Synergy 4 cam is a
major factor in the speed this little bow was
exhibiting.

My, how things change in a year. My previous
research wasn’t going to be any help this time
around as many of the manufacturers had
dropped kids bows from their line up entirely
and some had introduced new ones, while some
others still had nothing to offer at all. I also had
the added problem of having to find a left handed bow as well. After a month of internet surfing
and phoning archery pro-shops here in
Australia, I had it narrowed down to two bows.
A PSE Spyder S4 and the Martin Tiger. Both of
which were special order items here in Australia. After I was able to pry the bow away from
The decision came down in favour of the PSE, Brandon I shot it myself. Though I was naturally cramped up, with my draw
simply because of the fact that it
length being 30 inches, I at least
could be adjusted all the way
got a feel for the draw of the
down to a 16-inch draw length,
bow and how it feels to shoot.
while the Martin Tiger could
The bow is very smooth to draw
only go down to 17 inches (43.2
and smooth to shoot, with no
cm). The bow was ordered
after shock or any bad vibration
through Darryl Reeks Archery
in the bow after the arrow is
in Brisbane. It was well worth
shot. Brandon has no problem
the wait.
in drawing the bow, which was
Once we had the bow, we
a slight concern when I first
installed the (included) cable
looked at the shape of the
guard and a universal magnetic
Synergy 4 cam, which is a
arrow rest and plunger button.
rather egg shaped machined
Brandon shoots with fingers, as
aluminium cam. This cam also
do all children here in Australia.
Until he reaches the junior class, My son Brandon shooting his new PSE offers 65% let-off and with the
set-up I ordered for Brandon’s
he is not permitted to use a Spyder S4.

A
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bow, can be adjusted from a 16-inch draw length (40.6 though with Brandon’s set-up it is only 30.5 inches (77.5
cm) at 10 pounds up to a 21-inch (53.3 cm) draw length cm). Brace height is 5.75 inches (14.6 cm)and considerat 30 pounds. So this bow will also last a long time as ing that I have seen adult bows at the same brace height,
this should be quite fine for kids. PSE also supply a cable
well.
A close look at the photos of the cam (below) give slide, which fits perfectly with the included cable guard.
the full story on the large draw length adjustment. On Even the limb graphics look very cool with a spider and
the string side there is the usual adjustment but, on the spider web on them.
The only thing I have changed is the serving on the
other side, there is also cable adjustment as well. On the
cable side there is a single anchor peg for the cable and 4 string that came with the bow. The original monofilaadjustment slots cut into the cam. While on the string ment serving was too thick for the small nocks on
side there are two locking anchors for the string and 5 Brandon’s arrows so I re-served the string using Fast
adjustment slots cut into the cam. With these two adjust- Flight serving and installed two tie on nocking points.
ments combined PSE have the 5-inch (12.7 cm) adjustment range to allow the bow to “grow” with the archer. One thing quite interesting is that the when I charted the
So Mums and Dads are not going to have to buy a new force draw curves (see next page), I only changed the
bow every year. It is going to take a long time for their draw length and nothing else. So basically what you see
child’s draw length to increase from 16 inches to 21 inch- here is the same bow at it’s minimum and maximum
draw length adjustments
es.
but no adjustment was
The grip is a small
made to the limb bolts for
moulded plastic grip,
poundage. The force draw
which is just right for kids,
curves are very similar.
and not a full size adult
Aside from the steeper
grip thrown on. The bow
poundage increase of the
is extremely well made and
maximum length draw
Brandon has made quite a
length curve, the shape of
few adult archers in the
each curve is reasonably
local Archery Club very
similar with both showing
jealous, as the PSE Spyder
a nice smooth curve.
has a machined riser with
Especially important at
full centre shot cut out.
Yes, that’s right, a The left photo shows the adjustments available on the cable side of the the shorter draw length
machined riser on a kids Synergy Cam (one anchor peg and four adjustment slots). The right photo where there is no massivebow. This is no “fell off the shows the adjustment on the string adjustment side of the Synergy Cam (two ly steep curve to maximum poundage and then
back of a truck, let’s just anchor pegs and five adjustment slots).
put something together out of the spare parts bin” kids a huge drop in poundage when the let-off area is reached.
bow. This is one very professionally made, high quality Rather a nice slow increase to maximum poundage and a
nice slow decrease to maximum let-off. Good for young
bow.
The riser is tapped for a plunger button, front sta- kids and it ensures that they are not over stressing their
biliser, lower cable guard (in case you don’t like the upper developing muscles and spines. This will allow them to
cable guard that PSE supply with the bow) and holes develop good form and structure but still have a great
have been tapped into the riser so that a sight can be fit- performing bow that will put arrows into the target and
ted. PSE has also done a great job of keeping the bow’s not have them bounce off.
weight down low, only 2 pounds 6 ounces (1.08 kg).
Nice and light for little arms to hold. Also the axle-to- So, how serious can a five year old get with archery? Well,
axle length is short as well at only 32 inches (81.3 cm), on the 8th and 9th of September last year (2001), Brandon

O

S
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competed in his first archery tournament, the
IFAA Northern NSW Branch Titles and took
home his first medal in his grade of Cub Boy
Freestyle Limited Compound. This was a twoday tournament entailing shooting 70 targets
over two days. Brandon not only made it
through the weekend, but won his first Gold
Medal along the way. This has made me one
very proud Dad, not because he won a medal,
but because of the determination he showed
in wanting to complete the very long rounds
on both days in an IFAA tournament.

Matthew Lee has written more articles
for Afm than any other “down under”
archer. His son Brandon (photo) helped
his father write this article. Matthew
and Brandon (whose Australian
Institute of Sport sweatshirt is signed by
Olympic Gold Medalist Simon
Fairweather) live in Gunnedah,
Australia.

Axle-Axle = 32˝
Mass Weight = 2.35 lbs
Cam = Synergy 4 wheels
which offer 5˝ draw
length adjustmentment without changing the cam!
Let Off = 65%
IBO Speed = 240 fps

specs

Rick McKinney’s Book

“The Simple Art of Winning“
Rick McKinney has won numerous competitions during his 30+
year career, including the ‘77, ‘83, and ‘85 World Championships.
He has put the essence of archery in this book with many photos
and illustrations. If you are frustrated, tired of chasing perfect
shooting form, or cannot break your old high score, you need to
read this book! US $24.95
The $24.95 fee includes postage within the United States. All international orders must
include an extra $5.00 shipping fee.

Archery Focus magazine
PMB 395, 664-A Freeman Lane, Grass Valley, CA 95949-9630, phone 800.671.1140 fax 530.477.8384
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A. Ron Carmichael

Target Plot 4.1

A

A Brief Overview For this article, we’ll simply use
the term ‘Palm’ to refer to those tiny, handheld
computers/devices
from
Sony,
Palm,
HandSpring, and others. TP4 will run only on
Palm Operating System (Palm OS) devices and
not on the competing “Windows CE” hand-held
computers.
When you go to the target to score your
arrows, instead of just writing a number down
you hold the Palm up, and touch the arrows’
positions onto a targetface image on the TP4
screen. Just a light touch on the screen marks the
location of the arrow. TP4 instantly tallies the
arrow’s score and lets you
label it. The real benefit
for using the Palm is to
be able to know the actual location of the arrows
and not just the score.
Anytime later you can
review those arrows to
gain a deeper understanding of your own
ability.
TargetPlot v4.1
Start by picking a predefined Session, or make
your own (distance,
number of arrows per
end, number of ends per
session, scoring style, tar-

get). Pick from over 90 predefined true-color targets, from all of the FITA, GNAS, and NFAA
types to air pistols, NRA, and other shooting
sport targets. Give your Session a title such as
“Wind Training” or “National Indoors.” Though
it supports 16 different scoring systems(!), I’m
going to focus on the FITA scoring system in
particular. If you choose to shoot a really bizarre
3-D round you can design a round of up to 24
ends of 24 arrows each. If you shoot this peculiar
round often, TP4 lets you create a standard “pick
from” session definition listing so that all the
variables automatically fill in for a new session.
This is also very handy for designing your own
custom training schemes where you, for example,
decide to shoot twice as many arrows per end at
your weaker distance, for example. You can also
tie sessions together into a group, for example
you can group 4 FITA distances (each a “session”) into a single “Round.”
TP4 lets you define up to 80 personal assessment markers and indicators, such as “concentration,” “motivation,” and technical goals, using
“yes/no” tick marks, a number from 0 to huge, or
a sliding bar value (from
0 to 10). Many professional training regimens
use these types of selfevaluation markers to
track long and short
term progress, swings
and lulls, highs and lows
in performance. Of
course, they are only useful when archers are diligent about using them so
this feature makes that
task easier. To further aid
serious archers, TP4 also
lets you keep a diary of
notes, each up to 4KB in
size. Touching a small
icon on the main screen

a r c h e r y
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Equipment Review

A little more than two years ago Target Plot was the
only tool utilizing the Palm Pilot platform marketed to archers. It’s not alone now, so how does the new
and improved Target Plot, v. 4.1, (TP4 hereafter)
stack up? Also, this version increases its potential
market among other shooting sports such as pistol,
rifle, and air gun. This is a much more evolved, feature rich Target Plot from our archery friends down
under.

you can have TP4 highlight a particular label number to
evaluate its behavior—is the arrow labeled “D” always in
the red? Instead of an arrow label you can choose to
popup a list of all the targets if you like to shoot say, a
three-spot target and wish to be able to compare your
arrows on target one from target three.
You might decide to average the score of each arrow
to see which arrows usually score higher, and for this you
will need to export the information to a spreadsheet
using the TP4 desktop portion.
The ongoing summary function automatically keeps
your Hits, 10s, and Xs, to be displayed in regular font for
the round and in bold for the multiple-round tally at the
bottom of the score sheet screen. This is so efficiently
usable that you can easily keep up with people using the
paper scoring pad. At the Nationals, it kept a running
total for the Double FITA round nicely! Also, I’ve often
been able to catch errors others make. I am usually scoring with JOAD archers. Kids these days and math, . . .
hooboy, don’t get me started.

drops you to a note straightaway.
TP4 fully supports the Olympic Round (FOR) and
allows you to define your opponents’ names and track
each match, end by end. Rounds of up to seven different
competitors in a single FOR tourney can be tracked,
showing total hits, tens, Xs, and the total score, including shootoff records.
The TargetPlot Screen
The heart of TP4’s usability is the image of the target on
the screen. You touch the X ring, it puts your arrow right
there. If only it were so easy with real arrows!
You can easily zoom the display to make accurate
scoring easier by tapping the number in the middle of
the zoom option. Zooming takes a little practice, as does
the whole technique of finding the right spot on the
screen to duplicate the position of the arrow on the real
target face. The color Palm helps greatly, though if you
have a monochrome screen TP4 uses greys to improve
contrast and locate the right scoring ring. If you touch
and hold the stylus against the screen, you can drag an
arrow point around the screen. An option you can turn
on in Display Option Preferences will cause a crosshair to
appear under the stylus point to aid your aim when you

Scoring Your Arrows
Arrows onscreen allow you to easily navigate through the
ends in the current session as well as previous sessions.
You can step through each end to watch your arrows’
positions change, yet another valuable learning tool.
When you first start a new session in TP4, you will
see a blank summary target screen. At this point you can
access custom fields, display default settings, and many
features. Touching the “NEW” button will set TP4
ready to score/accept arrow positions. When you have
finished with an end’s worth, you touch the “DONE”
button and you see the summary target screen again, but
now it shows all your arrows and their group centers. If
you try to score an extra arrow during an end, it automatically prompts you to start a new session, and you
then score that arrow. You can regress a step or remove an
arrow score if you wish by touching the “undo” button.
You can review end-by-end, by going to the top of
the column of end scores, and touching the score for the
first end. Then use the up/down arrow at the bottom of
the screen to step through the ends, watching your
arrows and your true aiming center (TAC) appear and
disappear. The TAC is the geometric center of the positions of the arrows you shot. The simplest image is with
three arrows. The three arrows make a triangle. Simply,
the TAC will be the mathematical, geometric center
inside the triangle and that is where your sight was aimed
at. Another way to say it is that TP4 will show you the
physical average of your three arrows, no matter how
wide your group is.
I mentioned “ROUND” before as in a grouping of
multiple sessions, up to 7. It’s an easy way to link together all four FITA distances for a tournament, for example,
just give them the name of the tournament.

do this dragging technique. Nice.
You can elect to score starting from a score sheet display instead of the target display, and touching the
“NEW” button will take you to the target display when
you want to score a “new” end on the target. When done
with that end you are taken back to the score sheet display. I find this is useful in double-checking the manual
scoring during tournaments, as it shows hits, tens, Xs,
round score, end score, and multiple round tallies all at
once.
If you compete in archery it is important to track the
behavior of each arrow in your quiver. TP4 allows you to
label each arrow with a name, 0 through 25 or A through
Z, and through its configuration have a choice window
popup when you are scoring an arrow on the TP4
Display. Touch the target; choose the arrow’s label ID;
done. Once you’ve shot each arrow a number of times,
a r c h e r y
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“View/Rounds” on TP4 will
let you see previous Tourneys
and
to
create
new
groups/Rounds.
You’ll
notice that it tallies the totals
for you, just like you would
on a regular score sheet –
hits, 10s, Xs, individual distance total score, and total
score for the four distances.
The Desktop Version
The desktop software makes
the TP4 system much more
usable and productive. After a quick Palm Hotsynch, you can easily step
through each shot, see it appear on the screen, and evaluate the arrows easily. You can select any session(s) and export the information as both
Microsoft Excel™ and comma-delimited files, although the program does
come with some good graphing abilities itself.
TP4 draws a bold outline around each end’s arrows, and marks the geometric center of the polygon formed and numbers the end. TP4 will also
convert the target into a pie chart with thresholds displayed to show you
tendencies and continuing trends. For example, it might show that more
arrows below an 8 are going low right, so one might look to verify collapsing or gripping the bow are not problems.
You can view onscreen (and print out) a score sheet as well as the custom notes you made for the session. There are a number of other whistles
and bells that I don’t have room here to cover. Fortunately the 35 page manual is well written, concise, and not nearly as needlessly wordy as I tend to
be.

P

Put your arrows into the Palm and you walk away from the target with more
in your quiver than just arrows—it is a servant to the better understanding
of your game, a multi-dimensional picture worth more than the traditional
thousand words.

A. Ron Carmichael, aka “TexARC,”
is the founding webmaster for the Texas
State Archery Association’s website, and
has a very sad addiction to all things
techie. (His automated house even talks
back.) The goal of the TSAA website is to
provide a resource for all archers, especially beginning archers and JOAD parents/archers. Ron’s personal goal
is to pay back the sport of archery for the profound benefits his family has enjoyed from participating in it.
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Annette M. Musta

Archery Fitness

Pumping Up
Your Cardio
It is a widely held belief among archers that their
level of cardiovascular conditioning will have no
effect on their performance on the archery field.
This theory is completely false. Your level of cardiovascular conditioning directly affects your archery
performance.

exercise is the number of times the cardio workout is performed in a given week.
As with all fitness information, you should
first consult your doctor for clearance before performing or initiating any physical fitness program or training.

Cardiorespiratory Conditioning
Cardiorespiratory conditioning improves the
efficiency of your blood transport system. The
increased demands on the cardiorespiratory system during cardio training improves the oxygen
carrying capacity of the blood facilitating blood
flow to the muscles and tissues.
An efficient blood transport system allows a
longer duration of low intensity activity. This is
extremely important to archers. Fit archers have
a distinct advantage over their competitors. Fit
archers have longer endurance and recover from
a grueling day of shooting faster than unfit
archers. Fit archers have greater muscle
endurance enabling them to maintain their form
of every shot throughout the competition.
Cardiorespiratory conditioning consists of
any activity which consistently increases the
heart rate. typical activities include walking,
bicycling, running, rowing, aerobic dance, kick
boxing, hiking, trail running, and swimming to
name a few options. Each of these is a exercise
mode. The duration of the exercise is measured
as the amount of time spent at your target heart
rate. Intensity of the exercise is measured by your
heart rate. To be effective, these workouts should
involve you spending the desired duration in the
target heart rate zone. Less intense workouts
have to be performed more frequently and for a
longer period of time to achieve the same results
as more intense workouts. The frequency of the

Cardiorespiratory Programming for Archers
Frequency Use the guidelines in Table 1 for the
frequency of exercise based on your score on the
cardiovascular conditioning test.

a r c h e r y
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Table 1
Frequency
Poor/Fair
Good
Excellent

Rest Between
Sessions
2-3 times / week
3-4 times / week
5-6 times / week

Score
36-48 hours
24 hours
24 hours

Duration
Duration is the number of minutes spent at target training levels per exercise session. The duration is dependent upon the mode and intensity.
More intense exercise can not, and should not,
be sustained for extended periods of time unless
you are in the excellent category and you have
proper training and supervision. The higher the
intensity level of the activity, the shorter the
duration necessary for comparable results.
General guidelines are provided in Table 2 for
duration.
Table 2
Category
Poor
Fair
Good
Excellent

f o c u s

Duration of Exercise Sessions
5 to 10 minutes per session
10 to 15 minutes per session
15 to 45 minutes per session
30 to 60 minutes per session

program.
This is a high intensity program. It is designed for
those in the “excellent” category only. As with all fitness
programs, you should first consult your doctor for medical clearance before performing or initiating any interval
fitness program.
Interval training consists of very high intensity cycles
of exercise within a cardio program. The interval cycle
contains a period of high intensity exercise at 70 to 85
percent of the maximal heart rate followed by a rest period at the median heart rate of 65 percent of maximal
heart rate. The cycle is repeated for the duration of the
exercise period. The program starts with a comprehensive warm-up which gradually raises the heart rate, followed by a complete stretching routine. The warm up
phase is imperative since the high intensity of interval
training causes a muscle overload which can increase the
risk for injury.

As your cardiovascular conditioning improves, you
should increase the duration of your exercise sessions.
After the first 4 to 8 weeks, increase your duration five
minutes per week as tolerated. Unless you are involved in
a low intensity activity, you should not exceed 60 minutes in duration.
Intensity
Intensity is the exercise workload. Intensity is commonly referred to as your target heart rate. You should aim to
keep the intensity of your workout in this zone. Your target heart rate is a percentage of your maximal heart rate.
Use the following age-based formula to calculate your
target heart rate (get out your calculators, this requires
decimals!)
Target Heart Rate Zone
Maximal Heart Rate = 220 – your age
Target Heart Rate (minimal) =
Maximal Heart Rate x 0.50
Target Heart Rate (maximal) =
Maximal Heart Rate x 0.75
Target Heart Rate (median) =
Maximal Heart Rate x 0.65
It is imperative to learn how to accurately measure your
heart rate to keep your workouts safe. The easiest way is
to take your pulse. (Either on the side of your neck or at
your wrist. Warning! Do not press hard on the side of
your neck. This is the carotid pulse and you have sense
receptors which will change your pulse if you press too
hard.) Another way is to purchase an electronic heart rate
monitor. They are available at sporting goods stores in
many different price ranges.
You should keep your heart rate/pulse in your target
zone for the duration of your fitness session. Individuals
in the “poor” or “fair” categories should aim for the minimal target heart rate. Individuals in the “good” or “excellent” category should aim for the maximal number.
Increases in target heart rate should be done in small
increments over 6-8 weeks of training and should not
exceed the maximal target heart rate unless you are under
supervision.
It is important to warm up and cool down when you
exercise. The warm-up should consist of 5-10 minutes of
light movement (e.g. walking). Cool-down should
include 5-10 minutes of light movement combined with
stretching of all muscle groups.

Interval Training Program
Mode Treadmill — speed intervals
Heart rate
Speed (mph) (% of max)
Time
Warm-up
2.0-2.5
50- 55%
5 min
Warm-up
3.0 - 3.5
50-55%
5 min*
Interval
4.5 - 5.5 (fast jog) 60- 65%
5 min
Recovery
3.5 -4.0
50-55 %
3 min
Interval
4.5 - 5.5
70-75%
5 min
Recovery
3.5 - 4.0
55-60%
3 min
High Intensity
Interval
5.5 - 6.5 (fast run) 75-80 %
2 min
Recovery
3.5 - 4.0
55-60%
3 min
High Intensity
Interval
5.5 - 6.5
75-80%
2 min
Cool Down
3.0 - 3.5
55-60 %
4 min
Cool Down
2.0 - 2.5
50 - 55%
5 min
* After warm up, step off of the treadmill and stretch the
calves, hamstrings, and quadriceps
A heart rate monitor is imperative for interval training.
After completing the program, stretch each major muscle group of entire body. This program should be adapted for each individual by a certified trainer. The above
program can be adapted for surface walking/running
programs.
Any cardio program can be adapted to include an
interval program. Program design can be accomplished
by adapting the treadmill program as a guide. Use the
above heart rates and time intervals to adapt your program to bicycling, swimming, roller blading, rowing, or
any other mode of cardiorespiratory exercise.
Interval training maximizes the body’s use of oxygen
and the blood flow to the muscles.

Pumping Up Your Cardio
Well trained athletes can increase their benefits of cardio
training by using interval training. Interval training at
the intensity in the program below is designed only for
well conditioned athletes. Athletes who score in the
“excellent” category can include interval training in their
a r c h e r y
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Remember to add cardiorespiratory conditioning to
your archery routine and see the results on the field!

Annette Musta is a certified personal
trainer who owns and operates her own
business, ARH Sports and Fitness in
Pennsylvania. She has been shooting for
25 years, but not seriously (she says)
until the last six years. She has been a
professional ballet dancer (which is why
she is known around the ARCO
Training Center as “the dancer”) and is
currently a licensed pilot. She is the founder and Executive
Director of the Pass the Torch Foundation, which matches school
age children with athletes training for international competition.
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Book Review
THE HERITAGE
OF THE LONGBOW
each step is covered
in a way that instils
confidence.

The latest edition of this excellent book contains all anyone
needs to know about the design and construction of the
English longbow.

Pip Bickerstaffe was introduced to the longbow at an Anyone contemmaking
early age and as such has perfected the art of getting the plating
best from the materials available. His bows are slim, their own wooden
light, and have excellent cast for their draw weight, plus, arrows should purwith his hallmark delicate horn string nocks, they are a chase this book as a
first move; there really is no better guide on how to make
joy to own.
This book is full of the enthusiasm that Pip has a wooden arrow, which will shoot well and look good.
The detail given over to building a wooden arrow is
brought to the longbow and will help any prospective
bowyer feel steady as his first bow is made. The easy to excellent. I advise every reader to buy a dozen shafts and
read format of this book carries the reader from the early build some arrows, as most of the tools can be borrowed
history of the wooden bow onwards, through the use and or shared. The knowledge gained in doing this will be far
more than you can possibly imagconstruction of the English longine. Then you have the casual disbow, both as a significant weapon The Heritage of the Longbow, 1999
play of your work by letting the
of war and as a recreational imple- by Pip Bickerstaffe
168 pages
lady in your life have them as a
ment.
special gift ‘to help decorate the
The use of English longbows Available from—
house.’
and the ancillaries associated with www.bickerstaffebows.co.uk (U.K.)
Footing arrows is an art Pip
shooting are well covered, includ- or
has mastered. He has covered the
ing advice on shooting technique, www.horsefeathersranch.com (U.S.)
equipment selection and care. The Pricing and s/h vary depending on location. various ways to carry out the job
and listed the relative time/hardactual construction of the longbow is covered in several levels of detail; the design of the ness values for some woods which he’s used, real “hands
arc being dealt with in a clear manner, the choice and on” stuff for a change.
The section on string making is excellent and
performance of the many bow woods, leading to setting
up a workshop and preparing the bowstave also. includes how to make a longbow string jig; the making
Whether you wish to make your first and only bow, or of a ‘Flemish’ string is covered, in the same ‘it’s easy, realhow to set up to build bows for every member of your ly’ way that the whole book is written.
The Appendices, particularly the Glossary, are well
family/club, the choice is yours. Pip will help you all the
laid out and finish off what must be the ‘Bible’ on makway.
Even if you have no intention of ever fabricating ing the English longbow, I only wish this had been
your own bowstave, reading the section on how the around 10 years ago as it would have saved me several
woods are laminated, will inevitably mean a better good staves.
John Carroll
understanding of how any stave will respond when it is
worked, which should lead to a better finished bow.
Taking the rough stave to its finish, thru shaping and
tillering the wood, scraping slivers of wood, of reaching
the point where you can use a file, then sandpaper, to
putting on the hand grip and laying in the arrow pass,
a r c h e r y
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Jennifer Furrow-Fonua

Recurve Tech 100

Tuning for
B eginners
In my last segment about tuning (Tuning for
Beginners, Part 2) we went over some of the details
of your arrows, such as the fletching. We also talked
briefly about porpoising, fishtailing, and minnowing. These three flaws of arrow flight are what we
are trying to adjust out to get a good tune.
Throughout this last part of the series we go into
more detail about each step.

T

There are quite a few types of methods to tune
your bow. The most common basic tuning methods are the bare shaft method and the paper tuning method. The ultimate goal to have in mind is
that your grouping patterns should decrease in
size proportionately as the distance your shoot
decreases. For example, your groups at 60 meters
should be should be about twice as wide as your
groups at 30 meters; your groups at 90 meters
should be should be about twice as wide as your
groups at 45 meters, etc. This is what we are aiming to achieve. If you groups are much larger than
they should be at any distance, you do not have a
good tune.
Reading Your Groups
First let’s go over some common problems and
what they indicate about your tune. (We assume
in all of these cases that you or your coach has
determined that form flaws are not causing these
problems.)
If you have experienced good grouping, but
poor arrow flight, this is most often because of a
too stiff arrow. Whereas good arrow flight, but
poor grouping, often indicates poor tuning. If
you have experienced poor arrow flight and poor
grouping patterns, this usually implies the wrong
arrow spine, or untuned equipment, or both.
Excess drag tends to be a problem for some
archers. The symptom of excess arrow drag is
your groups seem to spread excessively at longer
distances. At shorter distances your grouping pata r c h e r y
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Part 3

terns don’t change as much. Excess drag is common, often due to wind, and is especially a problem for archers who shoot lighter weight arrows.
This can be corrected by reducing your fletching
size, reducing the angle of the fletching, or if possible shooting heavier arrows.
Insufficient clearance is also a common problem. Arrows or fletches hitting your rest or riser
(hence the phrase insufficient clearance) will cause
you to have better groupings at the longer distances, but poor groupings at the shorter distances. When an arrow leaves the bow it is bending/flexing. In cases of insufficient clearance it is
bending/flexing excessively. As the arrow travels
down range the flexing damps down, resulting in
better grouping patterns at longer distances. At
shorter distances your arrow’s fletches haven’t had
enough time to correct all of the flexing giving
you poor grouping patterns. To correct clearance
problems you need to make sure there is no contact of the arrow fletching with the riser or arrow
rest as the arrow leaves the bow. In Part 2 of this
series we went over how use a spray powder to
check this vane clearance. Good clearance is
absolutely essential for proper tuning.
Bare shaft tuning is a great way to start to
tune your bow. In the flight of an arrow the
fletching helps to stabilize the arrow shaft, and
also helps to correct minor form mistakes you
may make. So shooting bare shaft arrows helps
you to see the true flight of your arrow shaft without any compensation from the vanes.
Fine Tuning Your Nocking Point Locator
In the last article we went over how to adjust the
nocking point, now we will cover it in more
detail. Something to keep in mind is that you are
tuning your bow with specific equipment, so
once tuned i.e. the nocking point set, don’t
change anything. Simply changing from a metal
(clamp-on) nocking point indicator to a tied-on
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shaft. To set-up a paper tune, you need to have a sheet of
paper in a frame, about the size of your target. Set this up
about six feet in front of your target, and at shoulder
height. Then stand about two to three yards/meters in
front of the paper. The paper tuning method helps you
to observe the arrow flight by seeing how the arrow tears
though the paper. You shoot a fletched arrow through the
paper, and then observe how the paper is torn.
Since interpreting the tears is somewhat complicated, Archery Focus will be running an entire article on
paper tuning soo. Look for it.

nocking point indicator can affect the spine of the arrow,
due their weight difference, thus changing the tune. So if
you tune your equipment with a metal clamp-on, leave it
on. If you want to use a tied-on nocking point indicator,
tie it on before you fine tine it’s location.
When I told you in Part 1 of this series, that you
should attach your nocking point locator about 1⁄4˝ above
square, or the 90-degree mark, this was just a starting
point. To begin, we need to shoot three arrows at a target, then shoot two bare shafts, aiming at the same place
that the fletched shafts were aimed at. Ideally you want
the bare shaft to hit with the grouped fletched shafts.
Now make small changes (no more that 1⁄32 of an inch at
a time) in the position of the nocking point indicator to
improve the agreement between the fletched and bare
shafts. The key to remember here while doing nock
adjustments is to follow the bare shaft. If the bare shafts
are hitting above the group of fletched shafts, move your
nocking point up. If the bare shaft hits below the group
then move the nocking point down. Always remember
that if you move your nocking point that you need to reshoot the fletched arrows and the bare shafts again until
you have gotten the bare shafts to land within the group
of fletched shafts. How close you can get them depends
on your skill as an archer, so this might be difficult. Just
try to get the bare shaft as close to the fletched grouping
as possible. Don’t worry about any left or right arrows,
we are only working on up and down placed arrows right
now. Also while you are shooting you might get some
stray arrows, disregard these as bad shots, and re shoot.

Microtuning
If your shooting skill is up to the task, you can try for an
even finer tune. This is done by taping or pinning a sheet
of plain white paper on a target boss, then standing about
10 to 15 meters away. In micro-tuning you are trying to
hit the top/bottom or side edges of the page consistently.
If the arrows shot at a side edges of the paper are left and
right of the edge, then make plunger tension adjustments, but very minutely, until the width of your group
is as small as you can make it. If while shooting along the
top and bottom edges of the page your arrows are up and
down, then fine-tune your nocking point locator’s position, but move it up or down the serving only very slightly. Once you are hitting the target edges consistently
closely then your nocking point and plunger adjustments
are micro-tuned.
Realize that you might not be able to always hit
along the edge, but try to get very close to it. Eventually
you will find the nocking point and plunger tension that
will help you to achieve this. Oh, and use the whole edge
of the page to aim at so you won’t be banging up your
arrows.

Fine Tuning the Left-Rights
Now it is time to adjust the cushion plunger’s tension. If
your arrows are spined right, adjusting your cushion
plunger’s tension will tune the left-right width of your
groups. If, as a right-handed archer, your bare shafts are
hitting to the right of your group of fletched shafts, then
your plunger tension is too soft. Tighten the plunger tension, and then re-shoot the fletched and bare shafts
again, until the arrows are falling within the group of
fletched shafts. Tighten or loosen the tension on the
plunger by 1⁄4 of a turn at a time. Also make sure you are
not moving the in or out position of the arrow shaft. If
your bare shaft is to the left of the grouping, then your
plunger tension is to stiff. Just loosen the tension on your
plunger, and re-shoot. Once you have the bare shaft
arrows in the group of fletched arrows, both left and
right and up and down bare shafts, then you have
achieved a solid tune!

W

Well, we have covered basic tuning methods fairly well
through this series. There are many things to check and
re-check. I hope this will all prove beneficial and you
enjoy shooting your properly tuned bow and arrows.
Good luck and Good Shooting!

Jennifer Furrow-Fonua is
one of Archery Focus magazine’s most prolific authors.
Jennifer writes on all things
recurve, having shot one for
many years. Jennifer currently
lives in Salt Lake City.

Paper Tuning
Another method of basic tuning is paper tuning. Paper
tuning will show you visually the flight of your arrow
a r c h e r y
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Steve Ruis

Kid’s Compound
Bow Roundup
It was but a few years ago that I thought compound
bows for children were dying out. It seemed as if
everyone was getting out of the market. But that
was then and this is now and there are a surprising
number of very good bows available for kids today.

Special Feature

W

What we have prepared for you is a sampling of
the bows available for children and while I am at
it I will put in my own ‘two cents worth” on the
future of compound bows for children. As I see it
there are a number of factors involved in matching up a child with a bow. For one, the kids are
more involved in purchases than in the past and
they generally want one of two things—they
want a bow like Mom’s or Dad’s and/or they
want a bow that looks “really cool.” Parents, of
course, want bows which are safe and will
enhance their child’s enjoyment of archery by
being easy to use and adjust (and not too expensive, too).
As a coach of children, there are a few things
that I have noticed that limit the use of compound bows by young archers. Often kids show
up with bows that cannot (and probably should
not) be adjusted to fit them better. Those bows
tend to have too long or too short draws and are
too heavy or have too much draw weight or all
three! These bows can only lead to grief. So, here
are my recommendations to children’s bow manufacturers.
Make Them Lighter
The physical mass of many kids’ bows is too
high, consequently you see young aspiring compound bow shooters with hunched bow shoulders or extreme backward leans because they are
struggling to hold the bow up. The solution may
be in plastic risers, but while we have metal risers, they need to be as light as possible.
a r c h e r y
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Limit Letoff to Fifty Percent
I have spoken to many manufacturer’s representatives who have enthusiastically endorsed their
bows as having light draw weights (good) and
high letoffs of 65-80% (bad). Consider a child’s
compound bow set at 30 pounds of draw weight.
At 65% letoff, that child has 10.5 pounds in
hand, at 80% letoff there is only 6 pounds in
hand! Most kids start off shooting with their fingers and those weights in hand are so low that we
see kids with their bowstrings twisted near horizontal! Give them a chance. With a 40 pound
peak draw weight (a good maximum for a youth
compound), 50% of letoff leaves them with 20
pounds in hand. This is a manageable amount
which can be lowered with the peak weight when
the child is just beginning. Too little weight in
hand allows kids to easily torque the bowstring
and it makes them think that they have to do
something with their fingers to “let go of the
string” instead of just “letting the string go.”
Make Them More Adjustable/Adaptable
Kids grow so fast I recommend to their parents
that they have their arrows cut at least 2-3 inches longer than necessary, as they can change draw
length rapidly during a growth spurt. If the child
was fitted properly (with a bow at the bottom of
its draw length range) there is room on the bow
and the arrows to make adjustments.
Since compound bows have to be fitted as to
their draw length, this must be adjusted as the
child grows. When the range of the adjustments
is exhausted, there needs to be a easy way to
extend the life of the bow. As a personal story, I
bought my son a wonderful compound bow
which he shot for years. When he grew out of
that bow, I called the manufacturer for the
upgrade kit (new limbs, cams, and strings/cables)
that made the bow larger and higher in draw

f o c u s

Genesis
Mathews
The new Mathews Genesis
bow has a fantastic draw
length range (from 15˝ to 31˝)
accomplished by creating a
light draw weight bow with
zero let-off. Eliminating let-off
eliminates have to adjust draw
length throught the entire
range. This means the bow will
fit virtually anyone.
Because the bow accommodates virtually all draw
lengths, anybody and everybody can shoot it. Kids can
share with mom and dad and
they can’t outgrow it.
It’s a bow that’s easy to buy, as one arrow fits most
adult draw lengths. You only need lighter arrows for the
kids. And, because the draw length is always right, beginning archers won’t develop bad shooting habits commonly caused by shooting an ill-fitting bow.
The Mathews Genesis has an adjustable draw weight
from 10 to 20 lb, but it shoots like a bow with higher
poundage. When adjusted to 20 lb, for example, the
Mathews Genesis bow stores and releases energy comparable to a 30 lb recurve bow.
The Mathews Genesis bow is available in five flavorful colors—blue raspberry, key lime, lemon yellow, red
cherry, and wild berry. It’s also available in camo.

weight and length. The price of the kit was higher than
the price of a new bow—their new bow! Needless to say,
I didn’t buy the kit. (I still have that little bow and it is
still wonderful, but . . . .)
I know manufacturers make more money by selling
bows than they do by selling cams or modules and I
know they don’t make much money on the bows they
make for kids. But I also know that a child who stays in
archery is a much better customer than the one who
leaves archery to play other sports because they are more
fun. So, what to do? If draw weight and length are
adjusted with cams or modules, include them in the original price of the bow and ship them together. Or, do
what some manufactures do, and have the bow shipped
back for refitting. In the long run, that young archer is
going to build up some brand loyalty that will pay off.
And, keep thinking! Mathews’ Genesis is not the first
bow ever made with zero letoff, but their design, execution, and pricing of that bow shows what can be done
with a little ingenuity and a lot of commitment to building the archers of tomorrow.
We hope this listing will help you if you have a young
one with a bow in mind for the holidays!
Kids Compound Roundup
The Banshee (left)
Hoyt
Draw Length Range = 16˝ to 23˝
Draw Weight = 20-50 lb
Axle to Axle = 32˝
Brace Height = 63⁄4˝
IBO Speed = 235 fps
Colors = Mossy Oak
Forest Floor camo,
black, blue, red

Junior Mag (right)
Parker Compound Bows
Machined riser with walnut grip
Draw Length Range = 19-24˝
Draw Weight = 20-40 lb
Axle to Axle = 32˝
Brace Height = 63⁄4˝
IBO speed = 235 fps
Colors = camo, purple
Suggested Retail = $229.95
$49.95 to upgrade limbs and draw
modules

Challenger
Parker Compound
Bows
Draw Length Range
= 23-27˝
Draw Weight
= 20-50 lb
Axle to Axle = 33˝
Mass Weight = 21⁄2 lb
Machined Aluminum Riser with
Walnut Grip
Let Off = 65-80%
Suggested Retail = $319.95
Colors = camo, purple, blue, red
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Micro Compound Bow
Alpine
Mass Weight = 21⁄4 lb
Axle to Axle = 32˝
Brace Height = 51⁄2˝
Draw Lengths = Stalker II cam, 20˝ to 27˝
Rotating Cam, no bow press required
Draw Weights = Stalker II cam 30, 40, 50 lb
Limbs = Exclusive, silicone bedded, Bi-Flex
composite limb, finished in black
Cable Guard = straight mounted carbon
Sight Window = 5˝ single plane window,
allows mounting of most sights
Pocket = Machined, Inverse Twin Limb
Mounting System
Grip = Two piece ABS wood panel grip
Riser Colors = black
Let Off = 65%

Micro Quad Pro
High Country
Now the archers/bowhunters with shorter
draws can shoot a bow with top performance.
The cast aluminum riser is reflexed to take
advantage of every millimeter of power stroke,
affording higher arrow speeds. Power Glass
Quad Limbs deliver power to the Pro Cam
System.
Advanced 3-D Camo Finish
Axle to Axle = 321⁄2˝
Let-Off = 75%
Weight = 2.95lb
Right Hand
Draw Lengths and Weights = 22˝-30 lb,
23˝-30 lb, 24˝-30 lb, 22˝-40 lb, 23˝-40 lb,
24˝-40 lb, 25˝-40 lb, 26˝-40 lb, 22˝-50 lb, 23˝-50 lb,
24˝-50 lb, 25˝-50 lb, 26˝-50 lb

Micro Midas 2 Youth Bow Package
Browning
The Micro Midas 2 is the industry’s most adjustable
Micro Class two cam bow. Micro Class bowhunters
(small stature men, teenagers, women, and youth) will
enjoy a full 6˝ of draw length
adjustment, Micro Class overall
bow proportions, and a lightweight
riser design. The Micro Midas 2’s
exceptional 6˝ draw length and 15
lb of adjustment range allows the
bow to grow with the Micro Class
bow hunter. (Browning Patented)
growth
insurance
provided.
Adjust draw length over 3˝
range without a bow press, 6˝ with
a bow press. Two draw length
ranges—17˝-22˝ and 22˝-27˝. A 15
pound weight range – reduces with
lower draw lengths.
Package Includes—High-tech,
two-pin fiber optic sight, twopiece, four-arrow black quiver with
adjustable grippers, Fletched,
ready-to-shoot Easton arrows, Center-shot adjustable
arrow rest.
Axle to Axle = 32˝
Let-Off = 65%
Weight = 21⁄2 lb
IBO Speed = 270 fps

Rascal
BowTech Archery
Weight = 2 lb
Axle-to-Axle = 243⁄8˝
Brace Height = 71⁄2˝
Peak Weights = 20-30-40 lb
Draw Length = 19˝-25˝
Let Off = 65%-80%
IBO Speed = 256-262 fps
Colors = Bubble Gum, Teal
and Purple, to Razzelberry, (light purple/green/black),
Cherrycari (red/purple/ black) Licorice Hunter,
(camo limbs/black handle) to Licorice,(all black)
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Tom Thumb II
Stacey Archery Sales
Draw Weight = 10 to 40 lb
Draw Length = 15-20˝, 18-22˝, 21-26˝
with wheels, 21-25˝ draw length modules
with baby speed cams
Axle to Axle Length = 30˝
Brace Height = 53⁄4˝
Mass Weight = 1.9 lb
Let Off = 65-70%
Eccentrics = Energy Wheels or
Baby Speed Cams
Available Finishs = Mossy Oak, red, blue,
purple, green, or black
Grip = Two-piece Rosewood
Riser = CNC machined 6061-T6
aluminum
Limb Pockets = CNC machined 6061-T6
f o c u s

Young Bucks Set
Buckmasters
With peak draw weights of 17-22 lb, the
Young Bucks is designed for kids to learn
safe shooting and good form and technique. It is built just right to meet those
goals with your children. It is not a toy.
A slightly deflexed riser, all-synthetic
string and cables, composite wheels, and
Hardwoods camo. Plus, to save guesswork, we have equipped it with a twopiece quiver, sight and arrow rest.
Axle to Axle = 30˝
Let-Off = 65%
Weight = 1lb 9oz

aluminum
Limbs = carbon composite
Spyder S4
PSE
The PSE Spyder features Synergy 4
wheels which offer 5˝ draw length
adjustmentment without changing
the cam! This is a great feature especially designed for young archers.
With an arrow speed of 240 fps this
bow won’t be confused with a toy. It
weighs only 2.35 lb making it very
comfortable to handle.
Axle-Axle = 32˝
Mass Weight = 2.35 lbs
Cam = Synergy 4 Cam - 65%
IBO Speed = 240 fps

Steve Ruis is an archer and
coach who likes everything
that has to do with archery..
He currently lives in Grass
Valley, CA.

MAGNOCK

Every Nock releases
EXACTLY the same with
a LIGHTER RELEASE
than any modern nock!

®

Magnetic Nock System

INCREASE ACCURACY
THROUGH CONSISTENCY!
The Magnock Pro1 Receiver is permanently held
onto the bowstring and accomodates the two sizes of
Magnock insert nocks. The nocks fit all Uni-bushings,
Beman, A/C/C, A/C/E, Vapor, Carbon Express, Redline,
and many more!

MAGNOCK

Ask for the MAGNOCK system at your nearest Archery Dealer.
®

MADE IN USA
Aznat, LLC • Phoenix, AZ

See video proof of reduced arrow shaft flexing and
ordering information on our web site:

NEW!
Pro1 Receiver

www.magnock.com
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Alison Rhodius

Assessment
At the end of my last article in Archery Focus I
described how I might gather information on an archer
to give me a baseline assessment of the archer’s mental
approach to the sport. Why is this kind of assessment
important and how might it help you as an archer to
do your own form of “assessment”? This article explains
the importance of working out “where you are” which
in turn helps you work out “where you want to be” in
archery.

Mental Skills

I

In trying to explain more about how a sport psychology consultant works and demystify what we
do, I wanted to continue to describe how we obtain
information about an archer and how this can then
be used to design a mental training programme.
The first step is all about information gathering and
getting to know the archer.
I gather information for a “baseline assessment”
or “needs assessment” via “informal” and “formal”
methods. Informal methods include simply asking
an archer about various aspects of his or her mental
approach during practice and competition. This can
be done face-to-face or over the telephone. I also try
to get some information on the archer’s mental
approach to the sport from his or her parents (if they
are junior archers), the coach, and (when possible)
try to observe them whilst training and competing.
I’m not looking to analyse their every movement,
but instead I am looking for signs of how they react
to shooting well and how they react to shooting not
so well, how they present themselves in front of others (e.g., Do they look confident? Do they look
proud? Are they being down on themselves?), and
whether they look like they are completing some
consistent form of mental training before, during,
and after shooting arrows.
An interesting (and informative) exercise to do
is to ask yourself similar such questions when you
watch others shoot and then ask them of yourself,
too. For example, “Do I hold my head up high no
matter how I have just shot?” or “How many times
do I look disappointed when I shoot?” These kinds
of questions (and many others) open you up to
a r c h e r y
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increasing your self-awareness. Increasing your selfawareness is very important to do so you can work
out the areas that you are good at and the areas that
you would like to improve. Sometimes people don’t
like to do these kind of exercises because they might
open up what they describe as “a can of worms.”
But, it can be really insightful to realise what your
strengths and weaknesses are not just in terms of
how you shoot, but also in how you feel about your
shooting and yourself as an archer, how you present
yourself to others, and how you can improve on
each aspect.
I also use a more “formal” method that includes
completing a simple mental skills questionnaire that
covers various elements thought to be important to
successful performance, e.g., self-confidence, motivation, anxiety, concentration skills, relaxation skills.
The idea behind using this tool is simply to help
substantiate the information gained through asking
questions and observing the archer. It may be a nice
confirmation that we had already covered those
aspects and also gives archers an idea of where they
are in terms of these mental skills and areas that they
need to improve on.
I also use a visual profile to give archers a sense
of perceived current abilities and continued
progress. The one I use is called a Performance
Profile and was developed by a clinical sport psychologist in the UK called Richard Butler during his
work with elite amateur boxers. This way of gaining
information from an athlete’s perspective has been
used extensively in sport for several years and I have
successfully adapted it to be archery-specific (PopeRhodius, 2000). A great advantage of using this type
of assessment is that it gives an archer a considerable
amount of input into what their training programme should consist of. It allows the consultant
and/or coach to understand the archer’s perspective
and helps make the training process more relevant
to the needs of the archer. If you don’t currently
work with a coach or consultant, this process will
simply help you identify areas for you to work on
and enable you to gain a visual sense of progress as

f o c u s

you re-visit each quality during ongoing goal setting.
Developing a profile can be completed in simple steps:
1.List the qualities of an ideal archer that you think are
important (think not only of shooting, but also physical
and mental attributes).
2.List the qualities that you think you have to do well to be
the best archer you can be (this may or may not help you
come up with some more ideas from those listed in 1).
3.If a coach or consultant is helping you with this process
make sure it is clear what you mean by each factor you
have listed as this will help clarify your needs and views.
4.Rate on a scale of 1 to 10 (1 being that you couldn’t be
any worse, and 10 being that you couldn’t be any better
right now) how good you think you are on each of the
qualities you have listed.
5.On a blank profile (you can come up with your own, or
email me to obtain a blank copy (details are below)) shade
in the area that relates to your rating. The ‘10’ area is in
the middle (like on a target face) and the idea is to try to
reduce the shaded area, similar to getting a tighter group
nearer to the 10, by working on those identified attributes
in training and tournaments. Your training focus should
be on the areas shaded the most, if you have several, then
you need to prioritise even more.
View the examples of a profile that I have provided; the
first one (see Figure A) is a profile that may be obtained during baseline assessment. It shows that the mental training
areas to focus on are: controlling nerves (with a rating of 1),
confidence in head-to-heads (1), staying positive (2), and
being relaxed in head-to heads (2).
The profile in Figure B may be obtained after a few
months; this example shows what the profile would look
like with some great improvements. You would do this exercise each week, i.e., re-rating how good you think you are on
each quality, or just you could just re-rate those you are
working on. You would need to either draw a new profile or
be creative and think of a way to superimpose the new ratings onto the current profile. (You don’t have to colour the
profile in, it can be in black and white, I have it in colour to
represent the target face.)

Put in
100%
effort
Being relaxed
in head-toheads

Motivation
to train
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Confidence
in head-toheads

Controlling
Nerves

Visualising
a shot

+
10

Get back
focus when
shoot a
poor shot

Feel calm
and in
control

Setting
achievable
goals

Concentration
during a shot
Being
determined

Staying
positive

Figure A An example of an archer’s performance profile at baseline assessment. This profile focuses on psychological attributes only.
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There is no limit to the number of qualities you may come
up with, the profile can easily be divided up into more segments than is shown in the figures, you can also have less
than the number of qualities shown, it’s up to you. The
examples I have illustrated show the kind of profile you may
get from asking an archer to list his or her psychological
qualities. You can develop a technique/technical profile
(aspects of shooting), a physical profile (fitness aspects), a
psychological/mental profile (psychological attributes) as
shown or you can put them all together on one. Again, it’s
up to you to decide how you want to work with this.
A profile can also be developed by an archer‘s coach. It
is often interesting and useful to see the coach’s rating on

Staying
positive

Figure B An example of the same performance profile several months into
a mental training programme. Note how the colours have decreased in
towards the ‘10’ ring.

each of the qualities, too. Any differences between ratings
can be discussed, thus enhancing communication. Your first
profile forms your “baseline or needs assessment.” You
would then use the profile to help set and prioritise your
goals. Revisiting the profile each week is a way to assess the
effectiveness of your training. You will find that some of the
elements may change in importance over time and even
Continued on the Next Page
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Continued from Previous Page

Mastering
the Mental Game with
Mental Management

®

Book $12.95
or
Book On
Tape $24.95

may be no longer needed on the profile. Keep it dynamic and keep thinking about why it’s important to be aware of your progress.
A performance profile has many functions (as described by Butler et al.
(1993) and Jones (1993). It helps visually illustrate your perceived strengths
and weaknesses, it helps prioritise areas to work on, it shows your coach or
sport psychology consultant your views of where you are (thus helping to
alleviate any misunderstandings), it empowers you in decision making
(which will in turn aid motivation), it helps alleviate any differences between
your and your coach’s assessment of your progress and it is a great tool to
help monitor progress and assess goal achievement.
As I mentioned previously, it’s important to have self-awareness as an
archer. I suggest working out “where you are” (baseline assessment) which in
turn helps you work out “where you want to be” (outcome goals) and “how
to get there” (prioritising process goals) in archery. Using Performance
Profiles is one way in which to achieve all three. I hope you can see how this
tool feeds nicely into the technique of goal setting by helping to identify and
prioritise areas for training from the perspectives of your coach, your sport
psychology consultant, and you.
In my next article I will elaborate on this idea and focus on the much talked
about mental training technique of goal-setting, plus the little talked about
concept of goal-getting.

"Lanny does an outstanding job
of boiling down all the mental training
mumbo jumbo to a form anyone can
understand and benefit from. His book is
easy to read and understand and I
recommend it at all my seminars.“
—Jay Bars
Olympic Gold Medalist - Archery

8 Audio
Cassettes
$100.00
or
6 CDs
$125.00

Lanny Bassham
Olympic Gold Medalist
World Champion.
Over 20 years
experience teaching
mental performance
to elite shooters.

1-800-879-5079
www.lannybassham.com
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The articles I write in this magazine are intended to inform the archery community and demystify sport psychology and mental training for archers and
coaches at all levels of achievement. I would be interested in your feedback. I can
be contacted at sportpsych@archeryfocus.com.

Dr. Alison Rhodius is a Sport Psychology
Consultant specialising in archery. Having been
educated in Great Britain in psychology, sport science and sport psychology she worked with the
British Senior, British Junior, and Scottish
archery squads for several years and works with
members of the US archery team. She is on the
FITA approved expert list for Sport Psychology.
Her focus is on performance enhancement through
development of various mental skills and “constructive” thinking and enabling archers to feel
more in control of the way that they think, feel,
and perform. Alison is also a core faculty member in the Sport Psychology
Department at JFK University in Orinda, CA, a consultant for BodyMax
Acceleration in Dublin, CA and has her own private practice based in San
Francisco.
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Book Review
WITH WINNING IN MIND
Lanny Bassham is a world-renowned mental manage- building the Conment guru who developed his successful theories as part scious Mind, develof his quest to conquer the shooting world. During his oping a plan to fulfill
competitive years, he set numerous U.S. National desired goals and
records, became an Olympic champion, and two-time then working effiworld champion. He became deeply interested in the ciently to achieve the
mental aspect of competition when he lost his first objective. Section III
Olympic competition, an event he expected to win. His defines the Subtheories, pertinent to almost all human endeavors, were Conscious Mind. In
the result of interviews with many Olympic champions essence, this is the
regarding their mental preparation for intense interna- key which enables a
tional competition. He discovered that most Olympians less-talented comtrain long and hard, but as we know, most are losers, at petitor to match the
least at international level. He also determined that most performance of more gifted athlete. Effective labor
investment can overcome the talent diflose because they don’t have a mental
ferential when one focuses on training
program to control their performance With Winning in Mind, 1995
the sub-conscious mind.
under high stress. Mr. Bassham’s by Lanny Bassham
Probably the most important aspect
research led to a career as lecturer and Published by BookPartners, Inc.,
of developing your will to win is covered
trainer of world-class competitors Wilsonville, OR
in Section IV—Building the Self-Image.
and major business organizations as 165 pages
A positive self-image is essential to
well. This book is a compilation of Available for $. from—
improving performance. One’s selfhis theories on preparing the mind to www.lannybassham.com or
image is a sum of their habits and attiwin.
800.879.5079
tude and one’s habits determine how
Mental management is “The
process of maximizing the probability of having a consis- one acts. In Bassham’s model, to act like a winner is to
tent mental performance, under pressure, on demand.” become a winner. It is common for a person to act withMr. Bassham states that once a competitor has the men- in a “comfort zone.” For example, if you perform at an
tal management system in place, they are prepared to average level, you will become “uncomfortable” if you are
performing above or below that average level on a given
win.
With Winning In Mind defines three components day. Your self-image will “make you act like you” and that
involved in mental management—the Conscious Mind, self-image will either power you up or down to bring you
the Sub-Conscious Mind, and Self-Image. Properly bal- back to a comfort level of performance. To escape the
ancing these components is essential in optimizing one’s “comfort zone” one must change their self-image so that
performance and can make winning easy. Developing an improved performance level is “just like you.”
Despite the fact there are neither pictures nor illuseach of these components and keeping them in balance
and harmony allows a competitor to execute to maxi- trations, With Winning In Mind is highly recommendmum potential in a pressure-filled environment. The ed for all. It can help in many areas of your life beyond
Conscious Mind drives our thoughts and actions, but it archery. For most of us who have honed our physical
is the Sub-Conscious mind that creates great perform- skills to maximum capability, mental management proances. Self-Image development allows a competitor to vides hope for further improvement. Perhaps it can cure
those nerves which take control of one’s performance
perform at his optimum level.
Section I is an introduction to his Mental when the dreaded words “this end is for score” are soundManagement System and describes how it promotes ed.
Roger Wheaton
maximum performance. Section II outlines the steps to
a r c h e r y
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TRAVELER JACKET
This sporty jacket packs into its own left
pocket for easy traveling and storage. It is
made of water repellant, 100% nylon
taffeta and has a 100% polyester half lining, vented back flap and hidden hood.
Generous fit,
sizes M, L, XL only.While quantities last!
#WAP178, $35
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FUNDAMENTALS OF RECURVE ARCHERY
This new book by Olympian Ruth Rowe offers complete
information on how to get started shooting a recurve bow.
It can be used by teachers/coaches/instructors as a reference on the details of shooting technique as well.
Fundamentals of Recurve Archery includes step-by-step
photographs illustrating all aspects of good form.
#PUB02, $15

NEW! NEW! NEW!
2002-2003
FITA RULE BOOK
The complete, updated Constitution
and Rules book from FITA has been
released in a convenient, 5X7, 3-ring
binder. The binder allows for future
changes to be slipped into place
without the purchase of an entire
new book. To preview this book, visit
the FITA web site-www.archery.org.
#PUB09, $20
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Women Archers
Make Mark On Sport

and white, the white-garbed players, with graceful big bows
and flying arrows, makes a beautiful picture.” Howell’s successes include winning the National Target Championships
17 times from 1883 to 1907.
Another important figure in the history of archery is
Cummings. Through her parents’ desire to compete,
Cummings grew-up shooting bows and arrows. She won
her first National Target Championship at the age of 16
without the use of sights on her bow. Cummings took home
the Ladies National Title seven times from 1919 to 1931.
When she competed for the last time in 1931, Cummings
walked away with a world record that she held for 36 years.
As the years passed, archery grew in participation and
popularity. In the 1940’s, a young woman entered the U.S.
Archery scene impacting it forever. In fact, she is still an
important part of the archery community. Ann Weber
Hoyt’s determination and talent for archery led her to five
NAA Championships (’40, ’46, ’47, ’52 and ’53). In 1959
she was Champion of the World. Forty-three years later,
Hoyt still competes at the Target Championships and has
managed Sky, Incorporated, a maker of bows. In 2002,
Hoyt placed first in the Masters 70+ Women’s recurve category.
“If I don’t practice, then I probably won’t win,” said
compound archer, Michelle Ragsdale. Between nursing at
St. Joseph’s Hospital in Tucson, Ariz. and raising her two
children, Jill and Daniel, Ragsdale made true her quote by
recently winning the 2002 Outdoor National
Championship. This is not the first world competition that
she has won. In 1994, Ragsdale captured her first world title
at the World Field Championships and went on to finish
third in the World Target Trials in 1995. Between 1994 and
2002, Ragsdale has won numerous state, national and world
titles. Ragsdale is also inviting more challenges to her
archery career by shooting both recurve and compound
bows.
In 1972 Title IX, the law that requires equality for
women in education and school sports, coupled with the
Federation International Tir a L’arc’s organization of archery
in 1931, required women in sports to not only be accepted,
but also expected. Today’s young women archers, like
Danielle McCullough, Colorado Springs, CO, Lindsay
Pian, Scottsdale, AZ, Kendra Harvey, Rio Rancho, NM,
Sara Goshorn, Brownstown, PA, Meagan Ondusky,
Waterford, Mich., Stephanie Miller, Naperville, IL, and
Marie DeRegnaucourt, Rockford, MI, Elissa Falconer,
(Oakdale, PA), Nicole Hamner, (Winthrop, ME), and
Jessica Fasula, (N. Kingstown, RI), are working towards
world championships, world records, and Olympic medals.

Historically, women have graced the Earth as symbols of
nurturance. Society dictated that their role in life was to
nurture and to care for people around them. Athleticism
was not a term attributed to women and for many years
people believed women did not have athletic capabilities.
This perception of the role of women has changed. It went
from one of fragility and motherhood to that of strength,
endurance, and determination. And archery was one sport
in which women began to excel.
In 1879, twenty women—wearing floor length dresses
with matching shoes—helped change the perception of
women in athletics. These women joined 54 men in
Chicago to compete in the first ever National Target
Championships. These women challenged the rules of society by participating in an organization that was willing to
include women, The National Archery Association (NAA).
The NAA was the first organization to allow women to participate in a national sporting event.
The participation of women in the Olympic Games
also expanded women’s participation in athletics. At the second modern Olympic Games in 1900 at Paris, France
1,401 participants competed, eleven of whom were women.
Archery first appeared in those Olympics, but female
archers were not included in the event. Four years later in St.
Louis, Missouri’s, 1904 Olympic Games, women first participated in archery competition and have since participated
in every Olympic Games that archery has been included.
Also contributing to women’s participation in sports
were the war efforts, women’s poor health due to lack of
physical exercise, and universities’ attention to physical education classes that included women. These led to the emergence of the first woman’s athletic organization, the
Women’s National Bowling Association (WNBA). Such
organizations soon spread rapidly to most other sports.
Influential Women in Archery
Well known women in archery, such as the first Women’s
National Champion, Mrs. Spalding Brown, along with Ann
Weber Hoyt, (St. Charles, MO), Dorothy Smith
Cummings, (Newton Center, MA), Linda Scott Howell,
(OH), and Michelle Ragsdale, (New Richmond, WI), have
been modern examples of the integral part women have
played in the development of the sport of archery in the
United States.
In the book The History of the National Archery
Association, a photograph features Howell aiming her bow.
She claimed that she loved archery because “Archery is a picturesque game, the range with its smooth green and distant
glowing target with its gold and radiating red, blue, black,
a r c h e r y
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How do you promote archery to newcomers? By
joining forces with other like-minded organizations.
And how do you teach thirty-four NAA Level 1
archery instructor participants all at once? The
answer—by scheduling a Level 2 course along side
it.

how Lloyd Brown was able to quickly train and
certify the large groups of teachers conducting
the Kentucky school programs.

T

A

Coaching Archery

Hosted by Doug Engh

Archery in Schools
At the 2002 AMO Show, Kentucky Fish &
Wildlife Resource Deputy Commissioner Roy
Grimes announced a new partnership between
his F&W office and the Kentucky Department
of Education, to jointly work towards bringing
target archery into middle schools across the state
as a physical education curriculum activity.
Following his presentation, several members of
the industry came forward with financial and
equipment support, and before long, Lloyd
Brown came to Kentucky in March to train and
certify the first batch of school teachers and
KYFW personnel—the “On Target for Life”
school archery program was born. Lloyd
returned last summer, with Rod White from
Brennen Industries, me, and previously certified
instructors, trained an additional seven Level 2
instructors as well as over 30 Level 1’s from
selected schools around the state. There are now
over 80 schools in Kentucky gearing up to teach
two week archery classes this upcoming school
year. Excitement is so high, that Roy feels over
120 schools will commit to it before the end of
the year.
This is now turning into a nationwide movement to systematically bring archery into middle
schools spearheaded by Kentucky F&W. Entitled
“National Archery in the Schools Program,”
Kentucky intends to promote this by fostering
relationships with other state F&W departments
and their respective state education organizations
at the highest levels. A planning meeting just
took place in Kentucky attended by industry
backers and heads of several national archery
organizations. An initial multi-state presentation
is scheduled for October in Kentucky with selected states who will send both their F&W and education commissioners. Here, I want to highlight
a r c h e r y
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The summer training took place in a middle
school gymnasium in Frankfort, KY over three
days. The concept was to bring in the Level 2
candidates for the first day, and having them
actually participate in training the Level 1s the
following two days in addition to their own continuing training.
The seven Level 2 candidates (several of
whom were KYFW personnel including Roy
Grimes and his new state archery coordinator
Jenny Richardson) spent the first day learning
how to shoot using Mathews Genesis compound
bows. The Kentucky school program adopted the
Genesis bows to be used in all the participating
schools, so a sufficient quantity of the bows were
on hand for the instructor training. The Level 2
candidates practiced shooting form, learned how
to coach and correct each other’s form, and
learned range safety. They were also told that the
Level 1 candidates would be coming the following day and that the Level 2 candidates would
participate in training them as part of their own
course training.
Naturally, few of the Level 2 candidates felt
up to the task of diving right in to their first
Level 1 training. But the following day when all
the 34 school personnel arrived for their Level 1
course, all fears quickly disappeared and the
group of Level 2 candidates quickly settled in
under the direction of Lloyd. We formed two
shooting lines back to back. Each line faced several foam targets with a backdrop of archery netting slung between basketball hoops. Lloyd led
the group through the first phases of shooting
bow—eye dominance, shooting form and the
like. The point of the exercise was to get the
group shooting as quickly as possible while at the
same time instructing them on the importance of
getting their own student shooting quickly once
the school program commenced. The Level 2
candidates acted as group coaches—each Level 2
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arate from the Level 1 trainees.
At the end of the day, the Level 2 trainees continued
their training by learning fletching and string making as
well as equipment tuning and repair. The exams were
given together, but the Level 2 trainees graded the Level
1 exams and filled out the certification paperwork. The
Level 2s graded their own exams as a group, which gave
them a final opportunity to ask questions and discuss
their training.
By scheduling Level 2 training along side of Level 1,
and using the Level 2 trainees as group leaders, we were
able to manage a huge group of people and keep the
activity level high. Using role playing to imitate and
rehearse behavioral problems is great in that it fights the
number one curse of all new instructors—taking too
long to get the group shooting in the first place which
allows such problems to get out of hand. The trainees
learned the importance of giving as few introductory
instructions as possible and get the kids shooting quickly.

coach working with a small group of Level 1s through
this initial training.
Once this initial introduction was finished, the Level
1 trainees were broken into specific groups—each group
was assigned at least two Level 2 trainees who acted as
team leaders and coaches. Individuals within each group
were told to purposely make specific mistakes in shooting form to see how quickly others in their group could
spot and correct the mistakes using only positive reinforcement or commands.
Then each group was given an assignment by Lloyd
to imitate poor behaviors such as pretending to be giggling teenagers, sheriff department youth offenders,
bored teens, etc, to give each other practice working with
future students who may have short attention spans or
behavioral problems. Each trainee within each group was
then assigned as “lead instructor” for that particular session. After each session each group returned to normal
and discussed the session with the trainee—their teaching technique and ability to deal with the sometimes
bizarre behaviors.
The exercise worked great. It gave the Level 1
trainees hands-on experience (and brought out some
strange second-childhoods from several of them) and it
gave the Level 2 trainees direct experience that they
would not have had if their training had been totally sep-

I

If you would like more suggestions on how to manage
large instructor certification groups, feel free to give us a
call at NADA. We can put you in contact with experienced course instructors who are happy to share their
techniques.

with NADA,

instructors

are well equipped!
• Exclusive source for NAA Level 1
and Level 2 Instructor Certification
course materials,
• Archery equipment rentals for your
start-up programs,
• Convenient source for low-cost
program equipment sales,
• Assistance in locating certified
instructors for your local programs,
• NADA membership that provides
vital instructor professional/personal
insurance coverage.

Newberry, Florida (352) 332-9984
nadaemail@aol.com www.discoverarchery.org
®

NAA Corporate Sponsor
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Jason Butler

Pegging the Range

Bowhunting

Practice Hard at Estimating Shot Distances
and Reap The Rewards In The Woods
Botching a wide open shot to an animal due to a
faulty range estimate is most modern-day
bowhunters biggest stinkpot. Mentally pegging the
correct shooting distance is probably the tallest challenge bowhunters face under actual animal-encountered situations. Precisely adjusted bow sights coupled with good form and top gun aiming techniques
are essential for hunting success but won’t amount to
beans unless you can eyeball distances with betterthan-average accuracy.

J

Judging the correct shooting yardage to a living,
breathing, adrenaline surging big game animal
that scurries in quick is anything but gravy, even
when you think you’re cool as a cucumber and
conditions seem favorable. Most times you will
be forced to eyeball the range, draw your bow
quickly, then shoot. The whole episode will take
only a few seconds at
most. That’s
it.
There’s little time for
second-guessing.
The solution, somewhat, is an ultra-precise laser rangefinder.
Today’s rangefinders
are dependable, trustworthy, and affordable. I think every bowhunter
should own one. Even if you don’t take hunting
shots past 20 yards you can practice eyeballing

different distances inside that range, then check
yourself with the rangefinder. It helps build mental confidence for pinpoint accuracy, even at close
range.
But here’s the catch—rangefinders take time
and effort during the moment of truth when that
buck or bull is standing in the clear looking in
your direction. I would say that at least half of
most hunting sequences happen all-too-quickly
for there to be enough time to snatch the
rangefinder from your neck or hip, take a reading,
clip on to the string and shoot. Animals rarely
stand still, so the situation can change on a dime,
as it usually does, leaving you with frills if you
haven’t practiced your naked-eye ranging techniques.
Too, there are those times, more so with
whitetail hunters in set stands, where pre-arranging shot distances is
common.
Climb
aloft, settle in, whip
out the rangefinder
and start dotting the
surrounding landscape with readings
and memorize landmarks for future reference. This is a good idea in theory, and it often
works to a T. The only kink is that often-related
sports term that starts with the letter A—adrena-

How many archers actually
practice estimating distances
when it’s raining out or
getting dark? You guessed it,
not too many!
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practice. How many archers
line. Don’t be surprised when
actually practice estimating disthe chips are down if your have
tances when it’s raining out or
trouble remembering your
getting dark? You guessed it,
name let alone various distances
not too many!
you pegged hours or even days
It seems more archers again
earlier.
tend to shoot long under condiI’ve compiled three sepations like these. There are ways
rate shot situations you are liketo fix this problem, however. As
ly to find yourself face-to-face
said, practice is golden.
with in the woods this fall. If
Without it, you’ll never shoot
you practice hard at pegging
up to snuff under such change.
your range estimates diligently
Try spending plenty of time on
in the hunting-type encounters
the backyard range under similisted below, I’ll bet you’ll bag
more game animals with your How far away is that stump? Does the fact that the bear is sit- lar conditions. There’s nothing
like hands-on trial-and-error in
bow, and missed shots will ting affect your estimate of its size?
such circumstance to make sure
slowly begin to ooze out of your
your bow shoots on the money when likewise conditions
life.
unfold.
Slopes
Shooting uphill and downhill poses a major problem for Target Size
some archers. Bows sights are typically aligned for hori- Factors like the actual body size of an animal should be
zontal shots, so when you shoot uphill or downhill, the considered when pegging the distance of a shot. Believe
factors of trajectory differ somewhat. More archers tend it or not, animal size does have an overall effect on what
to shoot at least a tad high from these angles. It seems type of range estimate you will come up with.
hunters commonly overestimate the distance when an Conventional ranging wisdom says smaller targets look
animal is above or below level ground. Even the slightest farther away than they appear and bigger targets seem
slope can enhance a tricky distance reading. Do you want closer than they actually are. You must keep this in mind
when shooting at animals varying in size.
to know why? I sure do.
I was on my first elk hunting trip a few years ago in
The answer boils down to the physics of gravity.
When shooting at a target on an upward or downward eastern Idaho when I realized first hand that an elk is
slope, if you aim for the actual distance of the animal, much larger than a whitetail or mule deer. Finally,
toward the end of the week a
you’ll miss completely, or even
bull came in to my guide’s
worse, make a bad hit. The
seductive cow calling and
horizontal distance can be
stood statue still at what I
much less than the line of
thought was 30-yards on the
sight distance to the target
money. So I shot. And I
when looking down or up a
missed. I saw my green fletchslope. You simply must learn
ing fly inches under his bullto compensate by holding low.
If not, you’ll have a knack for shooting high, even if dozer size chest. I was stumped. Really bummed out. The
you’ve pegged the exact distance to the animal. Simple bull, unaware and confused, didn’t stand around; he
practice time can give you a feel for how your arrow sprayed rooster tails in a cloud of dust as he hightailed
the heck out of there before I really realized what had just
shoots differently on upward and downward slopes.
happened.
Finally, after a bit of pondering and pacing in circles
Mother Nature
As visibility diminishes from less-than-ideal weather con- I figured out what went down and more importantly,
ditions, fouling a shot from misjudgment of range is why? I underestimated the range. Come to find out he
super easy to do. Fog, rain, dim light, all of these things was 40 yards not 30. I’m from the east, and I’m used to
Continued on the Next Page
can fool even an experienced, gifted eye. The turnkey is

The only kink in rangefinding is that often-related
sports term that starts with
the letter A—adrenaline.
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Continued From the Previous Page

exactly where the groundhog was standing, and it was
20-yards clean. I’d overestimated his bulldog frame —by
a full 6 yards—ouch!
Conclusion
Pegging the exact range on each and every animal we are
fortunate enough to get a shot at in the woods is every
bowhunters fantasy. Can it be done? Maybe. But if so,
only by those who work doubly hard at estimating distances under real life hunting-type circumstances all year
long. Most hunters are not nearly as good at ranging animals as they presume they are. It takes time, more time,
and a whole lot of patience and effort. And remember
every little bit of practice helps too. If you’re a hunter
that relies strictly on your rangefinder in the woods and
it works like peaches and cream for you, bravo!
As for the other hunters like myself who just seem to get
too darn wide-eyed when a real life animal walks into
view the majority of the time, I must practice pegging
my naked-eye ranging techniques at least several times
per week, 52 weeks per year. If not, I’d be burning most
of my tags for sure. Regardless, whatever style you decide
on, just be ready to use it when the time has come!

A bowhunters best friend! But will you have time to use it before you
shoot?

shooting whitetails. This elk looked like a furry tan tank,
much bigger than any living-breathing thing I’d ever shot
so he appeared closer than he actually was standing.
Hence, I pegged the range 10-yards shy—my error. I’d
practiced on an elk 3-D target all summer long, sure, but
during those few intense seconds it just didn’t seem to
matter, because I was shakier than a leaf in a windstorm.
Another time, hunting groundhogs on a hot summer’s day back east, I knee-crawled over a slight depression to get a shot at a bean-gobbling, sun-soaking hog. I
drew, bare-eye ranged him at what I thought was 26
yards, planted my sights dead center on his chest and
feathered the release aid, all of this within just a few seconds. The arrow, much to my disbelief, sailed a tick over
the top his noggin. I sighed in sorrow as he bee-lined for
his burrow. I stood and counted off the paces toward

Jason Butler is a freelance
outdoor writer and photographer who lives in Richmond,
VA. As much as Jason likes
writing about the outdoors,
he’d rather be there.
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with Cynthia Lovold

Shhhhhhh!!!
When someone's SHOOOTING!

Sincerely,
Concerned in Calumet
Dear Concerned,
You are absolutely right in saying how dangerous
that situation was. It is a normal tendency for
anyone, adult or child alike, to turn and answer
when there is a question made or your name
called.
As we spoke of in a previous issue, people
talking and joking loudly while you are on the
line is rude and distracts you from focusing on
your target and your shot. However, someone
specifically calling your name, or making a question that draws your attention totally away from
the line, is an absolute “No-no.”
Just because a bow doesn't go “bang” when
an arrow is released, doesn't mean it is not a
weapon, because that is what it is, and acting
responsibly is a must.

Go Ahead, Whack Me Again!
Dear Cynthia,
I was recently was at an outdoor target shoot and
the person in the lane next to me was an enthusiastic, young recurve shooter. Several times as he
was leaving the shooting line he whacked me
with his bow. The last time, I noticed his coach
noticed, too, so I scowled at the coach and nodded in the kid’s direction. His coach then talked
to him about it. Did I do the right thing or
should I have talked to that young man directly?
Sincerely,
Questioner from Quincy
Dear Questioner,
The only wrong thing you could have done was
to ignore such behavior in a young person. A
recent President’s wife claimed “it takes a village”
to raise young people and that goes for young
archers, too. The attention of an adult not his
parent is a powerful thing! Keep up the good
works!

❦

 eries lucidating the iner oints of rchery iquette
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Archery Etiquette

Dear Cynthia,
We were out at the range the other day with our
kids, and noticed a dad, who (for lack of better
term) was “over-coaching” his kid. The boy was
at a full draw, when Dad decided to give him
another pointer and yelled “Oh . . . Jimmy. . . !!”
to which the boy turned, still at a full draw,
pointing the bow nearly straight down the line
toward other archers. Someone yelled “Let
down!” and the boy did, but it could have been
disastrous. Can you please relay to those “helpful” folks, to keep quiet while someone is on the
line?

A misfire can happen at any time and has
happened to just about all of us. I have shot the
floor a few times, a teammate gave himself a fat
lip one night when his release let go before he
was ready, and one fellow even put an arrow
through one of the light fixtures down range. (It
was later bronzed and given to him at awards
night at the end of the season!)
The point is, as a coach or athlete, the motto
needs to be “Safety First” and the best thing the
“coach” should have done was held his comment
until Junior was done shooting, then explain
whatever advice it was that seemingly “couldn't
wait.”

Tim Walker

Special Feature

On Collecting
The simple beauty of a recurve or longbow is something anyone can appreciate. Sometimes I stare at one
of my recurves and marvel at how an object so simple
and beautiful could perform so effectively. The early
recurves and long bows have no moving parts or gadgets yet they provided man with all he needed, food,
shelter clothing and the ability to defend himself
against more powerful animals. In fact, many historians place the invention of the bow and arrow just
behind fire and the wheel in importance. (Hmmm,
would a burning compound bow be considered all
three?).
I truly have a love affair with archery in all its forms.
But recurves and longbows hold a special place for
me. In fact, after shooting a compound in competition for many years I went back to a recurve bow
in the Olympic style. The joy of watching an arrow
cutting through the air and arcing towards the target inspires me as much today as it did when I was
a youth. Just shooting a recurve, even a modern
Olympic one, makes one feel in touch with the
archers of old, and for me, my
childhood as well.
My father introduced me to
archery in 1970 when I was 11.
By age 12 I was competing in
local and state archery tournaments in Florida. Even then I
admired the beauty and graceful
lines of my fathers 1969 Hoyt Pro
Medalist. In the early 70’s, the
tournaments were dominated by
recurves, both one piece and takedowns. The compound was a
curiosity but in a few short years
it would dominate and push the
recurve aside. Only the PAA
(Professional Archers Association)
and NAA would resist. By the
a r c h e r y
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early 80’s, recurve bows were showing up in pawn
shops, garage sales, and flea markets everywhere.
Initially, my collection consisted only of old bows I
had shot in competition or hunted with. Then one
day in 1984 I happened into a pawn shop where I
spotted an old Bear Tartar bow for $25. Admiring
that old Bear brought back memories of my youth
when the recurve was king. I bought it and I was
hooked! I started visiting all the local pawn shops,
garage sales, and flea markets looking for old bows.
Fairly quickly my collection grew from a few simple
bows to over 150 bows today. Along the way I
learned a few things, mostly by trial and error but
nearly all on my own, eventually I found others
who were as nuts about collecting as I am. The
internet allowed us to seek each other out and communicate with one another but, still information
on archery collecting is far and few between.
Initially, I collected everything I could find and
in the beginning, this wasn’t a problem since most
old bows were cheap, but as time went on I learned
that buying a bow in only “fair” condition wasn’t
worthwhile. I also soon learned
that just storing and caring for all
my bows was a problem. I started
revaluating what I wanted to collect. I decided to concentrate on
the bows I enjoyed the most and
for me this was Bear bows and
take-down target bows of the 60’s
and 70’s. They brought back good
memories and in my opinion
were some of the most beautiful
bows of any era. I also tried to
limit myself to only buying bows
that were in “good” or better condition. I even wrote an article on
grading the condition of bows
which is on my web site (see the
URL below). I also enjoy collect-
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lectors desperately looking for it like I was. My nephew has
a Web design business called Neoreality.com and graciously
allowed me to host it there. The full web address of my web
site called “The Archery Collector” is www.neoreality.com/
archery/collect.htm. There you will find articles written by
collectors like Joe St. Charles, Al Reader, and Gene
Hopkins, men who are extremely knowledgeable. There is
information on how to grade the condition of your bow and
how to determine its value.
People have a natural curiosity about wanting to know
the value of an old item they own. I do too. We find an old
item we own like an old baseball card and we immediately
think, “Gee, I wonder what that’s worth?” I get a lots of
email and I would say over 90% of it are people asking me
what the value of their bow
is. That is not to say they
want to sell that bow, they
just have a need to know its
value. Its fun to show off
our collection and to be
able to say “That bow is
worth about $150.” But
there are a lot of folks who
just want to sell them.
Personally, I don’t worry too
much about the value of my
collection other than for
insurance reasons. I tell
people not to worry too
much about value if they
plan on keeping it—just shoot it, or display it, and enjoy! As
a general rule, most bows fall into the $50-$150 range.
Only very few command higher prices but, certainly, some
exceed $1000. I’ve always said something is worth what
someone else will pay for it. If that is true then the best place
to find a bow value is to search eBay.com. Searching

ing the oddball metal bows of the 40’s and 50’s. Of course
this didn’t mean I would pass up a good deal on another
type bow if I saw it.
The craftsmanship and complexity of some of these
bows truly makes them pieces of art and I consider the early
bowyers to be artists. I love the laminations and exotic
woods they used. Some so complex I wonder how they ever
made a profit for the
amount of time it must
have taken to construct
them. During the 60’s,
nearly all manufacturers
constructed bows using
these methods trying to
outdo one another and
catch the eyes of buyers.
Bear, Pen Pearson, Wing,
Damon Howatt were major
bowyers just to name a few.
There were also many small
bowyers as there are now. I
especially admire the work
E. Bud Pierson used in their
Sultan bows.
As my collection grew, my desire for knowledge about
these bows and items grew also. I started to collect any information I could about them. Company catalogs are a wonderful source of information but can sometimes be hard to
find. Generally when a new catalog came out people threw
out the old one, so finding old catalogs today can be difficult and expensive. Luckily there is a CD available that has
all the old Bear catalogs in picture format and is much less
expensive than buying the originals. Old archery magazines
are a wonderful source of information too and are generally
easier to find. People tended to keep old magazines since
they may have articles of interest that they may want to refer
to later. Ads in these magazines can date bows and help
identify them plus the articles would often talk of models or
have accompanying photographs.
As the internet became more popular I tried my luck
there, nothing. Nowhere could I find any information on
collecting archery items in cyber space. In January 1998 I
decided to start my own web site that might help collectors
find each other and relay some information for other col-

Continued on the Next Page
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ditional competitions. It gives me great satisfaction to beat
other traditional shooters using $600 modern longbows
with my 40 year old flea market bow! Older fiberglass bows
can develop slight stress cracks that may cause concern,
these are typical of older bows, especially Bear bows, but
they should not keep you from shooting them. These are
mostly superficial and do not compromise the integrity of
the bow. Of course, if it is a deep crack, don’t shoot it. The
main thing is, use your common sense, if you think it may
be unsafe to shoot—don’t! If you do decide to shoot an old
bow, do not use strings made of modern materials like Fast
Flight. Old bows cannot absorb the energy these strings
impart to the limbs and could cause your bow to fail or
break. Dacron is best for these old bows. Remember, bows
Continued from Previous Page were built to be shot. I’m pretty sure the early bowyers had
through the Archery no idea their masterpieces would be collected.
It’s nearly impossible to collect bows and not collect
section will give you a
feel for what people are related items. In fact, some of these are my favorite things to
paying for old bows. Use the collect. As beautiful as bows can be, arrows can be too. It
“Completed Items” option and the takes just as much, if not more, skill to make a set of footed, tapered target arrows, match them and properly crest
keyword “recurve.”
As for shooting old bows, I do all the and fletch them as it takes to make a bow. Some old arrows
time. If it is a fiberglass laminated bow in I have really show their craftsmanship, especially those that
good condition, I have no problems shooting are naturally finished with a modest crest. The fletching can
it. I enjoy seeing and feeling how a 40 year old be all shapes and colors with some designs and cuts that
bow shoots and comparing them to one another. might make you think Pope or Saxton themselves hunted
Some are surprisingly fast and accurate, others with them.
Old arrow heads can be very interesting too. Field
aren’t. I have several favorites that I like shooting in local trapoints were often just reshaped pistol cartridges, .38 cal
seemed to be a favorite. Broadheads are an area of archery
collecting all to themselves. The variety seems endless, often
showing that the ideas of today were really old ones just
reworked. In fact there is a separate club, with a very active
membership, dedicated to just collecting broadheads called
the American Broadhead Collectors Club (ABCC).
I also like old target tabs and gloves, armguards, sights,
etc. I also collect old linen strings, the feel is so different
from what we are used to today that you know this is something old. Finding strings in their original packaging is really special. Bear strings had neat plastic tubes with different
color tops for different lengths and before that a small clear
a r c h e r y
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pouch. Back when I started shooting, using release aids
was a hotly debated issue. It seems strange today but most
people didn’t want them in competition. It’s even stranger
to think that they were being used with recurve bows!
Some of these releases can be very collectable. The one
piece, solid plastic ones came in a variety of colors and
shapes. They were a simple hook placed on the string and
rotated on one finger then released by the another. Others
involved straps like the Wilson product. Old bow quivers
can be extremely diverse, too, from simple foam cut outs
you slip onto the limbs to complex custom made quivers.
Fred Bear patented the bow quiver in 1946. Bear’s original
bow quiver was made from 1946 to 1956 and made of
sheepskin.
If you collect archery bows and equipment then collecting archery books and magazines is a natural. As I said
before these can be a great source of information for the
collector. Some old archery magizines were Ye Sylvan
Archer, Bowhunter, Archery, Bow and Arrow, and T.A.M.
just to name a few. Many old archery books can be found
in used book stores and antique shops and, of course, the
internet. These old books can provide you with hours of
entertainment and can teach you many new ideas are just
recycled old ideas.
There was a great reprinting series of old books several years ago called “Legends of the Longbow.” This series
reprinted many of the old great archery books and the Ye
Sylvan magazine. To buy the original books today, even if
you could find them, would cost you several thousand
dollars but the reprints can still be found today. Gene
Hopkins has an excellent article on collecting books and
magazines on his web site, visit my web site for the link.
Collecting old bows and archery equipment can be very
rewarding and fun. In the nearly 30 years I have been collecting, it has given me great satisfaction and along the way I learned
something about our great archery
history. Just remember to collect what
you enjoy most, don’t worry about
value too much and, by all means, if it
is in good enough condition, shoot it!

Join the NFAA!
Enjoy these Exciting Benefits
National, Sectional, State and Club Tournaments
Certified Instructor Programs
Club and Pro Shop Insurance
Indoor/Outdoor Leagues
Professional Archery

Subscription to Archery Magazine included
Complete the application and join today!
Name
Address
City
State

Zip

Phone
One year Individual membership $45.00
Family membership $65.00
Junior membership (under 18) $35.00
Visa and MasterCard accepted
CC#

exp date
Call Toll Free 800-811-2331
National Field Archery Association
31407 Outer I-10
Redlands, CA 92373

Tim Walker
Note If you found this article interesting,
check out Tim’s website. You might also
enjoy looking through www.archeryhistory.com, a relatively new web site. Ed.
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Harjinder Singh Obhi

How Will Different Arrows
Change Your Sight Marks?
Ever wonder what effect new arrows would have on
your sight marks? Take, for instance, your friend
Jack, who shoots aluminium arrows. He struggles at
longer distances and wonders what difference new
carbon arrows would make to his sight marks.
However, he is unsure about buying some. Well,
some school-level physics (which is set out at a safe
distance below), shows that there is a rule of thumb
that can help.
Here it is—
YardageNew Arrow ≈
YardageOld Arrow x (WeightOld Arrow/ WeightNew Arrow)
The “≈”means “approximately equals.” So how
would Jack use this rule? Say Jack’s aluminium
arrows each weigh 26 g (400 gr) including point,
nock and fletching. All he needs now is the
weight of the new carbon arrow. If this is 23 g
(355 gr), again including point, nock and fletching, then he can work out what effect the new
arrow would have on his sight mark for 100
yards, as follows:
YardageNew Arrow ≈ 100 yards x 26 / 23
≈ 113 yards
As you can see, the rule predicts that if Jack
shoots with his old sight mark for 100 yards
using his new arrows, he would overshoot by
about 13 yards. In other words, in order to be on
target at 100 yards with his new arrows, he would
have to raise his sight approximately to his old
sight mark for 87 yards. (Mathematically-minded readers should have a quick look at the note at
the end of this article.)
a r c h e r y
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What if you cannot get your hands on sample arrows and therefore cannot weigh them?
Arrow selection charts can come to the rescue.
Imagine another friend of yours, Jill, who is
shopping for arrows and trying to decide between
Easton ACCs and ACC Hyperspeeds. Jill’s a
recurve archer, her draw weight is 38 lb and
draw length is 29˝. Easton’s selection chart has
the following data for these arrows:
2L-18
HSp
171
3L-18
A/C/C
216
The right hand column gives the weights in
grains of the shafts only. Jill is going to use
80 grain points, so she can get a rough estimate
of total arrow weight by adding, say, 110 grains
to each of these shaft weights (to account for
vanes, nock, glue, etc.). Jill’s a field archer and
wants to know the effect on her 60 yard sight
mark. She could do the following calculation
using the rule of thumb—
YardageACC ≈
YardageACC HSp x (WeightACC HSp/ WeightACC)
≈ 60 yards x (171+110) / (216+110) ≈ 52 yards
This means that the ACC Hyperspeeds would
have about an extra 8 yards of range over the
ACCs at 60 yards. This could help Jill to decide
which arrows to buy.
Obviously, in each of the above examples,
the rest of the bow set-up has to be the same.
Also, the rule of thumb is not so good when comparing vastly different arrow types, such as wooden “logs” with helical fletching against thin carbon “slivers” with low profile vanes. I have found
the rule of thumb to be fairly accurate over the
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⁄ m1r1 / k ≈ 1⁄2 m2r2 / k
Rearranging this expression yields the rule of thumb:
r2 ≈ r1 x m1 / m2
which applies for a constant angle of aim (constant q).

years, although I have never tested it with compounds. I
would be interested to know whether compound shooters find that it works.

1
2

The Physics Behind the Rule
I start off with two main assumptions.
1. Since the bow set-up remains constant, assume that
the initial kinetic energies of each type of arrow are
approximately equal:
1
⁄2 m1v12 ≈ 1⁄2 m2v22
(1)
where m1 is the mass of one type of arrow, v1 is the initial launch speed, and m2 and v2 are the equivalent
parameters for the other arrow type. This is an approximation, because certain arrows may shoot more efficiently from a particular bow set-up (for such arrows
there will be a slightly better transfer of the bow’s fulldraw potential energy to kinetic energy of the arrow).
2.Ignore the effects of air (i.e. wind, drag, and lift) then
projectiles fly along classic parabolic trajectories. Now,

Note To Mathematically Minded Readers
Actually, to work out how much Jack would need to
move his sight up, one should really do the calculation
again but in the opposite sense, i.e. with 100 yards on the
left hand side of the equation. Then the yardage comes
out to be 100 x 23/26 = 88.5 yards, rather than 87 yards.
But don’t get hung up about it—this is an approximation
after all! Note also that these calculations can be done in
metres instead of yards.
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Harjinder Singh Obhi
lives in England with his
lovely wife Mandeep
and his son Rooptegh (an
8 month old climbing
machine). He holds a PhD in physics and is a lawyer specialising
in intellectual property. He shoots recurve at Cranford Archery
Club (www.cranfordarchery.org) where he helps out as Away
Tournaments Officer. This year he had the honour of representing
Middlesex County at indoor target. Mandeep says that he spends
all his time thinking about archery. While this may be partly true,
he thinks it’s because he only gets to shoot once a fortnight.

x

this seems like a bad assumption to make for arrows,
which have vanes and as we all know, get pushed
around by the wind and can “parachute” at long distance. However, it seems to work. This is probably
because the rule of thumb deals with ratios – it is relative change that we are trying to predict. In x–y coordinates, with the archer at the origin, this assumption means that the equations of motion are:
x = v t cosθ
(2), &
y = v t sinθ – 1⁄2 g t2
(3)
where x and y are displacements in the x and y directions, g is the acceleration due to gravity, t is time, and
q is the angle of the archer’s aim above the horizontal.
In the diagram, r is the range of the shot.
When y = 0, then equation (3) reads 0 = t (v sinθ
- 1⁄2 g t). So y is zero when t is zero (i.e. initially, at the
origin). And y is also zero when v sinθ = 1⁄2 g t, i.e. when
t = (2 v sinθ) / g. This is at the end of the trajectory,
when x = r.
Substituting these values of x and t into equation
(2) gives—
r = (2/g) v2 sinθ cosθ.
In other words, for a fixed angle of aim (constant θ),
the range, r, is proportional to v2. So this expression
can be re-written as v2 = r / k, where k is (2/g)sinθ
cosθ. Substituting this value of v2 into relation (1)
gives:
a r c h e r y
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Chris Shull

Recurve Tech 300

In Korea

Part 1 of 3

Spring Break 2002 in Seoul, South Korea
This is my best effort to record the events of my trip
to Seoul with Guy Krueger over March 7-17, 2002.
I’m going to classify my experiences not by date or
person, but by category. First, I will note all of the
form changes that I made (or am currently working
on) during the trip, with a note on the coach that
made those changes. Second I will write down
things of a mental training nature that I learned
during the trip. All of these things came from Mr.
Park, Kyung Rae during our taped seminar and
over dinner. Finally, I will document the training
methodology that I witnessed in Korea. As far as
people outside Guy and I are concerned, this section
may be the most beneficial.
Section 1—Form Adjustments
1) I began by meeting Mr. Lim, In-Teak at the
Kyugki National Physical Education High
School. (Mr. Lim coached Yun, Mi-Jin, and was
also involved with Kim, Soo-Nyung and KimChung Tae. ) Mr. Lim noticed that I had an s
shape in my back from putting all of my weight
on my heels while
shooting.
He
instructed me to
place my weight
on the balls of my
feet instead, as
this gave me
more room to use
my back as well
as improving my
balance. (I am in
no way leaning
forward.
My
stance is still very
a r c h e r y
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upright, but my balance is on the balls of my feet
rather than leaning back on my heels.)
2) Mr. Lim proposed that the pressure point
of the grip should be at the throat, close to the
center of the riser. His students use a very high
grip to achieve this. I did not change my pressure
point, but thought this was worth noting. The
whole idea is to make a line from the target
through the contact point of the grip, through
the arrow and back out the elbow, all in one
plane. You draw with your elbow along the plane
and extend your bow hand forward along the
plane upon the release. Your draw should not exit
this plane, i.e. no excessive motion away from the
line previously mentioned.
3) Mr. Lim instructed me to make my bowhand “soft.” Translation, let it go with the riser.
Watch any of the Korean women and you can see
what he means. Their bow hands really go limp.
4) Mr. Lim noticed that I had a very slight
fade in my bow arm to the left, and he promptly
grilled me for that. This ties into number 2
above, everything runs along the axis of target to
hand through the
back to the
elbow.
5) Mr. Lim
and Ms. Oh at
the Kyung Hee
Universirty both
noticed that I had
some problems
with my bow arm
lurching forward
upon the release.
You can see this
in a Win and
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Win web page video. Mr.
Lim addressed this by making me square my torso to
the target bale as I am drawing. Doing so will lock my
left scapula down, in addition to my left shoulder.
This locks down the root of
the bow arm, and Mr. Lim
says it will fix some vertical
grouping problems. Upon
my return from Korea, this
is the biggest thing for me
to work on, as I believe this
is one of the biggest problems with my form. I have
to really rotate my torso
hard and push my arm forward hard while I draw. My
left and right scapula will
almost touch if this is done
properly. Even better, my
bow arm will be super stable. Mr. Lim’s ability to see small but critical things like
this is what makes him a great coach. I never would have
noticed this problem. Over the past nine months I have
been attempting to replicate Korean techinique, but now
I realize that I’m really just been attacking the cosmetic
things. You have to pay attnetion to bone alignment, and
this can be very difficult for me to see by myself on
video. Working with a good coach is the best way to rectify these sorts of things. Now I will be aware of such
oversights.
6) Mr. Park touched on this same problem, sort of
by accident. As you will see from my tape of his talk with
Guy and I, the scapula is the root of the body. The shoulder blades attach to your arms, your core, your waist,
your neck, your everything. If you don’t have perfect
shoulder blade positioning, you don’t have anything. If
you line up your scapula, everything else will follow.
7) Ms. Oh noticed that my chest was really high
while shooting, preventing good clearance from the bowstring. This was occuring because I was breathing in all
the way during draw, and not releasing any of the air.
Ms. Oh directed me to inhale and expell 2⁄3 of my breath
before drawing. This lowers my chest and tightens my
abdominals, making me very stable. The problem is that
I now find myself running out of breath while shooting.
This still needs work.

On a random note, Ms. Oh
also suggested a few equipment improvements. First,
she and Yun, Mi Jin said
that there should be no play
between the nock and top
and bottom nock locators.
She removed my old serving and replaced it with a
style that all the Koreans are
using (including Yun and
Lee Kyung-Jung, 30 meter
world record holder) She
used a small polyester
twine, sort of like a cheap
serving material, to literally
serve on top and bottom
nock locators, both about 3⁄8
of an inch long. She began
each with an overhand knot
to establish the correct postition without slipping, the
she served it like a standard
serving. It works well, but provides no nocking point to
line my Cavlier tab up on. (I’m talking about that little
notch on the tab.) She added a small kisser button to my
string as a check to make sure that my finger tab was in
the same place each time. This was done with a narrow
strip of paper and super glue, wrapped around on top of
itself several times. All the girls were using this type of
kisser button. Ms. Oh said that my finger tab leather
should not touch the nock, and that I should line it up
even between the top and bottom of the leather. The
kisser is supposed to be a check to make sure that the tab
is in the correct position. I’m not sure that I buy into this
as being very consistent, because I feel that it takes a fairly large movement of the kisser to be noticable at your
lips. I admitadly have ignored this portion of her advice
and have chosen to line up my Cavlaier tab with the
leather touching the top of the nock. (Or, if I’m shooting my Win and Win 360 tab, I line up the bottom of
the leather with the nock.)
Overall, however, Ms. Cho and Mr. Lim were very
positive about my shooting, and seemed confident that I
could be a champion at the Olympics. My-Jin, Eun-Na
and Kyung-Jung wished Guy and I “victory” as we left.
8) Finally, Mr. Lim instructed me to squeeze my
bicep while shooting, in order to keep my release tight
and fast. You can see in the girls that when this is done
correctly the release is very tight to the neck and punc-
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at the waist. I think this
was a side affect of my
attempts to get my
weight over the balls of
my feet. Make sure you
keep a balanced center.

tual. Watching Yun on
tape is a great way to get
the idea. This is not
pulling with your arms,
don’t mistake it as such, it
is simply a method of
preventing a flyaway
release. Mr. Lim had me
work on this by placing
about three inches of an alluminum arrow shaft under
my elbow with a piece of elastic and making me squeeze
the shaft as I drew back. I have not yet mastered this, and
should continue to drill it at home.

The next installment
involves those aspects of
mental training I picked up on the trip. This will be in
the next issue.

With all of these changes, I think that incorporating
them over the next two weeks will go a long way towards
my becoming a consistent 1320 to 1330 shooter this
year. I think that once I have mastered these things that
I should stick to them throughout the season, focussing
more on timing than technical changes during the competition season through August. I have to feel the shot
inside out, and that is impossible to develop if major
changes are made all year long. This is evident in last
year’s weak performance at the National Championships.
I changed too much during the summer, and never really got a true feel for the shot.
9) I was having a typical plague of windage adjustments between distances, and I asked Mr. Park about
this. He looked at my sight from the front and said that
it looked a little off, but Guy told me the next day that I
was canting my bow way to the right, about an inch and
a half, which was sending my arrows that direction more
and more as the target got farther away. I workd at it for
a day or two and straightened up the bow, thus eliminating the tracking problems.
10) Finally, Mr. Lim brought up my long standing
problem of leaning backwards while shooting. It seems
that no matter how hard I try, this always comes back to
haunt me. Mr. Lim said I should focus on correcting this
by thinking of pitching my hips back (to my right) rather
than bending my torso to the left.
11) Ms. Oh stressed the point of having perfect
string alignment each shot. She felt that this becomes
more and more importanct the better you get. The ideal
place, she says, for the string is just inside the riser, where
you can see it, but it doesn’t block your view. I realized
that I have been rather lazy with my string alignment,
sort of believing that it isn’t really a problem. In the
future I will need to be more attentive.
12) Ms. Oh also noticed that I was leaning over a bit

Chris Shull is a member of the U.S. Archery Team. He
currently lives and trains at the Olympic Training
Center in Chula Vista, CA, having recently graduated
from college.

Here is Chris (far right) with his Pan American Team mates.
Photo Courtesy of the NAA.
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Archery Focus Back Issues
Back Issues of Archery Focus magazine are US$. each, which includes shipping and handling in the U.S. Call for international shipping
prices. Call ... or fax ... or write PMB , -A Freeman Lane, Grass Valley, CA . Supplies are limited.
For a current index, go to www.archeryfocus.com or see Vol.5, No.1 for an index through the year 2000 and annual updates in the first issue of each year.
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